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ABSTRACT
A detailed investigation has been carried out into the interaction
of randomly coiled sodium polyglutamate with concentrated solutions of simple
electrolytes in normal and heavy water. Infrared data over the range
1200-1800 cm  ^ revealed a gradual shift to higher frequencies of the amide I'
and of the two carboxylate stretching modes as a function of the LiBr concentration
(up to 8M ). The amide I I1 absorption shifted to a lower frequency but gained in
intensity. The results from the NMR studies were as follows: the methyne
( ** -CH) resonance line showed a downfield shift with a corresponding upfield
shift of the amide proton resonance, The methylene signals ( p - C ^ ,  %
neither broadened nor changed their positions, but at LiBr concentrations ^ 4M ,
they lost their fine structure due to spin-spin splitting. These spectral changes
are interpreted in terms of:
i) a symmetrical positioning of the lithium ion with respect to
the two carboxylate oxygens (in the side chain),
ii) a modification of the solvent-polymer interaction
and iii) a binding of the lithium ion to the backbone.
An extensive discussion and literature survey is presented which outlines
the current thinking regarding the mechanism of denaturation of various proteins by
small neutral molecules.
This work was carried out under the auspices ; of the Unilever Research 
Laboratory at Isleworth.
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SECTION I
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The role of denaturants in breaking down the native structures
of proteins has been the subject of investigation for a very long time.
However, no satisfactory and unequivocal solution of this problem has 
1 “30yet been found . It is generally recognised now that the effectiveness
of one denaturant can differ from that of another, and that the same
denaturant might react in totally different ways with various types of
proteins depending on whether the protein molecule is charged or neutral,
globular or fibrous. Also, the solvent plays a very important role in
64 82determining the effectiveness of any denaturant # . The forces that are
considered responsible for the stability of the native protein structures are 
(i) hydrophobic bonding, i .e .  a bonding between the two non-polar hydro­
carbon groups to reduce the solvation state of the two groups concerned, and 
to bring about an energetically favourable water structure surrounding the 
non-polar groups, (ii) hydrogen bonding and (iii) electrostatic interactions, 
but the relative contributions of each of these forces are largely unknown. In 
order to understand the nature of these forces, the main experimental approach 
has been the perturbation of the protein by altering the solvent environment 
in some defined way. This can be achieved by changing the pH or the 
temperature or the pressure or by the addition of various chemical reagents like 
LiBr, guanidium chloride, urea, e t c . ^ ' ^ ' ^ ' ^ .  Most of these pertur­
bations induce a conformational transition but the mechanism by which this 
transition is brought about is still a matter of controversy; literature pertaining to 
this contains a large volume of data with widely varying i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s ' ^ I n  
all these approaches, some property of protein or polypeptide is examined in a
restricted range of environmental conditions using mainly classical physico-chemical 
methods to yield hydrodynamic and thermodynamic data. In the present programme, 
optical and radio-frequency spectroscopic techniques are used, in the hope of 
gaining an insight into the rearrangements at the molecular level which occur at high 
concentrations of neutral salts, e . g . ,  LiBr, KCNS, e tc ., in an aqueous medium.
This laboratory has been engaged in elucidating the structure of human hair
4 3
and skin keratin and their reactions with various salts, using IR and related techniques
This work stemmed from the marked changes in the physical and chemical properties
that were observed in wool and hair keratin in concentrated salt solutions. To
4 4
illustrate these effects, let us consider the studies of Alexander and Hudson on the
cX-keratin/LiBr/V^O system. They observed two types of contractile processes at
high LiBr concentrations (7 .8 M ). They concluded that one, an irreversible process,
involved a rupture of protein cross-linking,i.e. the di-sulphide bonds, (a unique feature
of wool and hair keratin) while the other, a reversible process, was attributed to chemical
melting of the fibres i . e .  a helix to coil transition (this w ill be discussed in detail
23 4 5
later). Mandelkern et a l . * have substantiated the observations made by Alexander
and Hudson. In an identical system Mandelkern et a l. observed that in aqueous 
LiBr solution (4.8M ) Lincoln wool-keratin did not contract at all until the temperature 
was raised to > 70°C, but the rapid contraction that followed, was complete at 80°C . 
However, once this transition had taken place, any lowering of temperature did not 
elongate the fibre but a reimmersion in fresh water at room temperature restored it to its 
original length. However, if the temperature was taken far above the transition 
temperature (80°C), a second irreversible contractile process was observed and the 
degree of contraction was found to be dependent on time and increment above the 
transition temperature. With an increase in LiBr concentration, the transition
temperature decreased gradually until at about 7 .5M  LiBr it wasei 10°C, but this 
started to increase with further increase in LiBr concentration. The conclusions
arrived at were (1) a breakdown of disulphide bonds in the case of irreversible
+
contraction and (2) a binding of Li ion to the backbone which made a rotation 
O
about — C “^ -N — possible which explained the reversible contraction.
H
Most of the fibrous proteins have highly complex but organised
structures incorporating the three basic conformations found in proteins. These
area)  the oC-helix or crystalline structure b) the ^-form or extended structure
and c) the randomly coiled structure. The cX-helix is a spring-like structure
found in both natural proteins and synthetic polypeptides, stabilised amongst
other factors by hydorgen bonds between the C = O and H -  N  of the peptide
46backbone. This structure was first postulated by Pauling and was later 
verified by several workers in the field (see fig . A l ) .  The ^-form 
resembles a "saw-tooth" function and is formed by association with at least 
another similar molecule where the'structure is stabilized by inter-molecular 
hydrogen bonding between the C = O group of one peptide linkage and a 
corresponding N -  H group belonging to the associated molecule (see fig . A2).
The random coil, as the name suggests, has no definite geometrical form and 
gives no systematic X-ray diffraction pattern; in aqueous solution it undergoes 
constant changes in shape. Hair keratin in strong aqueous LiBr solution
44(Cm r  8M ) is reported by Alexander and Hudson to undergo a helix to coil 
transition which was regarded as the main reason for the contraction. However, 
they observed contraction up to 50% of the original length and this cannot be 
totally ascribed to the helix-coil transition; the non-crystalline region must ' 
contribute to this process. Thus, this programme was so devised that it would
shed some light on the effect of neutral salts on the amorphous regions 
of hair keratin. Because of the complexity of the keratin structure, 
it was decided that a suitable model system should be worked on con­
currently with the hair keratin work at present in progress in this 
laboratory. The model system should be soluble in water, a natural 
environment for most proteins, well characterised conformational I y and 
amenable to study by techniques such as magnetic resonance spectro­
scopy. It was considered that the data gained from the model system 
might give some indication of the nature of the interaction taking place 
in the fibrous proteins.
Ever since the discovery by Pauling and C orey^  that the 
synthetic polypeptides, under suitable environmental conditions, 
can exist as an (X-helix in the solid state and also in solution, 
these materials have served as useful models for various types of 
proteins. The main advantages-with a model of this nature are that 
the order of amino-acid sequence is known (whereas for most 
proteins especially keratin, this knowledge is virtually unavailable) 
and also that it shares the peptide backbone structure common to all 
proteins. Conformational transitions in synthetic polypeptides, 
similar to those in natural proteins, can be easily achieved by a 
change in solvent, or pH, or any other parameter mentioned already. 
O f the various synthetic polypeptide available poly-L-glutamic acid 
(PGA) and its sodium salt have been used most extensively. As a 
P COOH 1
result, this homopolymer is well characterised under various
environmental conditions. The sodium salt (SPG) is soluble
in water and also exists in this environment as a random coil 
31at pH above 5®6 .
102 Literature Survey:
Numerous investigations pertaining to the interaction of neu­
tral salts with proteins and polypeptides, have already been under­
taken, but the interpretations of the data have varied consider­
ably. The various explanations as to the actual mechanism can be 
broadly classified under the following headings:-
a) Direct binding of neutral salt to the polymer.
b) Modification of the solvent-polymer interaction by neutral 
salts inducing changes in the structure of the solvent.
c) Reduction of the contribution of the intra-molecular side chain 
forces, e.g. hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic bonding etc., which aids the 
stabilization of the native configuration.
a) Direct binding of the salt to the •polymer.
(i) Binding to the peptide backbone i
- CONH - or the peptide linkage has a resonance hybrid 
structure which is schematically represented by:
.'O'. ''o’*
»N ===== C - ■. --- v ;n ------ C
I I
H H
Accordingly, there are two possible sites on the backbone
repeating unit where a specific binding could take place. Either
the carbonyl oxygen or the amide nitrogen could act as the acceptor.
In the simple amides like N-methyl acetamide, etc. which have the
primary peptide group, there is much evidence which supports the
view that co-ordination of the cation is taking place through the
47oxygen atom0 Infra-red spectroscopic studies of Pillai et al„ - ;
, A 8 .
and Bull and co-workers , , showed a decrease in the amide I
frequency, which is basically the carbonyl stretching mode, V^_q , 
and a corresponding increase in the amide II frequency (a coupled 
mode consisting of KE bending &m  and CH stretching, VQ^)0 
This indicated that a decrease in the carbonyl bond order and an 
effective strengthening of the C-H bond were taking place „ This 
can come about only when the carbonyl oxygen is perturbed by 
either a direct bonding or an ion-dipolar type of interaction0 
Archambault et. al< ^  found that in the dime thy l-forraamide/MgClg,,
/li.Cl^ and/LiC10^ systems, the amide I band moved down in frequency
“1 -I -1
by 46cm , 50c® and 50cm respectively, and they concluded from
this evidence that carbonyl oxygen was the acceptor for the cation»
5.0Similar results were reported by Pivcova and Schneider work­
ing with F-alkyl-amide/neutral salt systems e Fno, Machida and 
Hamanaka ^  suggested from their studies on di-acetamide/alkali- 
halide systems that the data resulted from an ion-dipolar inter­
action between the alkali-cation and the carbonyl oxygen and 
between the halide anion and the amide nitrogen0 Finally, these 
conclusions were supported by the. crystallographic studies of 
Bello, Bello and Haas ^  for N-methyl acetamide/LiCl complexes, 
who showed that the Li* ion was situated close to the 0-atom®
It is, however, debatable, whether one can extrapolate from 
the conclusions arrived at with simple amid® to polyamides«
There are certain cases where this has led to erroneous conclusions.
For example§ in the protonation of simple amides it is generally
AO
accepted that reaction takes place through the carbonyl oxygen ^
/ 54( only Spinner seems to hold different views on this
subject). However, the protonation mechanism in the case of poly-
55amide is still disputed. Hanlon claims that the protonation
of poly-^ -benzyl-L-glutamate (PLBG) in amixed solvent (dichloro-
acetic/H^O) follows the simple amide scheme, but this view has
56been contested by Quadrifoglio and Urry / and also by Stewart,
57 58Mandelkern and Glick Thus, the only conclusion that can
be reached regarding the use of simple amides as models for
polyamides. is,' that, a great deal of caution has to be exercised
before any correlation is sought. There is also some
evidence that the amide nitrogen can act as an acceptor for
59cationso Peacock and Sarda  ^ concluded from their IR studies
on the Nylon 66/LiBr system that the Li-ion was bonding to the
nitrogen atom. This conclusion was based on the shifts observed
in the NH stretching frequency, However, these authors
observed very small shifts in the amide I and II frequencies.
60Bryant, McGavock and Wendtlant claimed to have isolated :
stoichiometric complexes from the urea/LiCl system and, from
their viscometric data, concluded that the nitrogen atom was the
6lacceptor of the cation. Takesada et. al0 studied the nature
of Cu(ll) «= PGA complexes in an aqueous environment and observed 
that at constant cupric ion concentration, the helix-coil transition 
took place over a higher pH range when the concentration of PGA 
was progressively lowered. Since, this increase in helix- 
stability with an increase in pH is the reverse of what would be 
expected from the simple ionic strength effect, the cupric ions
appear to act as something more than just another neutral salt.
These authors believe that cupric ions act as a bridge in
stabilizing the PGA helix. Prom electron- spin- resonance (esr)
spectra, they determined the super hyperfine structure constant
and attributed this to the interaction between the 3d electron
spin of the cupric ion and the nuclear spin of the amide nitrogen.
They also concluded that the complex involved more than one amide
62
nitrogen. Robinson and Jencks reacted an uncharged oligo­
peptide, Acetyl tetraglycine ethyl ester (ATGEE)
0 0 0 0 0
t it 1 1  1 1  1 1
CH, -  C - IT -  0Ho - C - N -  CHc - C - If  - 0Ho — C — N — 0Ho -  C -  N -
3  1 2 1 2 1 2  1  2 1
H H H H H
with members of the Hoffmeister or lyotropic series of compounds 
which includes among others LiBr, RaCl, KC1 etc., and concluded that 
the there were two processes taking place simultaneously:
1) An ordinaiy halting out effect which may be described in terms
of the average cohesive energy or the internal pressure of the . 
solvent, and
2) a direct interaction between certain large anions and the 
amide dipole.5 Even so, there were certain anomalies. Some 
salts of polyvalent anions, acetate, F~, and Cl were3 found to 
increase the solubility of ATGEE i.e. aided denaturation but 
inhibited the denaturation of edestin, collagen, ovalbumin, or 
ribonuclease, while the salts of other large halide.ictns denatured 
the above proteins but did not have any effect on ATGEE. Thus, ; 
it must be emphasised that the action of any particular denaturant 
is not universal by any means 5 each system has to be considered 
individually. Also, there is some doubt as to the justifiable
extrapolation of the data from this material to polypeptides, 
since in particular this oligopeptide was uncharged and therefore 
differed considerably from the macromolecular species often studied* 
The authors® main conclusions are also incomplete as they omit
4.
commenting on the anomalous behavior of the Li- iori which they
63observed* Franzen, Bobik and Harry > ^  in studying the helix-
coil transition of several polyamino acids (poly~€ - carbobenzoxy-
L=lysine, (PCBL) poly-X-alanine (FLA), poly-L-methionine (PLM) )
found that these polymers in solution in either acetic or dichloro^
acetic acid had undergone the above transition with the addition
of Li=salts of strong acids, but no such transition was observed
when carboxylate salts of lithium were added* This data was 
+  ’unique to the Li ion; it was also found that the process could
be made reversible by the addition of water* To explain their
data they invoked the protonation of the backbone via the acetic
acid but failed to justify it on the grounds ihht this would have
implied LiCl^LiA<^ ^  whereas in fact it was 0*51 and, there-
fore, was unlikely to exist* Interactions of the type Polymer*Li
or Polymer*X were also discounted on the basis that for both cases
the interaction depended solely upon the ease of dissociation of
the added salt, in which case LiOAC should be more effective than 
LiCl
LiCl, since ' /K^ XiAc <T 1, but the data did not support this
hypothesis* The reaction scheme, finally adopted, was as shown 
belows-
P + Li P*Li 
P«Xi+ + Br P*Xi+ * J r ”
i*e* the anion X~ formed an ion-pair with the amide-lithium 
complex and the extent of complex formation of this type could,
according to these authors, be related to the ability of the anions
to form H-bonds i.e. Ac~ > Cl y toluenesulphonate > Br~>C10j’o Thus
the inability of LiAc to unfold the polymers compared with LiCl
was explained in terms of the relative strength of the acetate
and chloride ions H-bonding to the amide proton* However, these
authors did not discount the possibility that the Li+ ion might
disrupt the solvent structure and thereby modify the solvent-poly-
mer interactions which could bring about a similar transition*
They argued that there was no compelling reason to assume that
acetic or dichloroacetic acid formed ordered structures around the
polymer which increased the stability of the helical configuration,
since the unstructured solvents dimethylsulphoxide and
N~methylformamide, also supported the (X-helix. They conceded
that there was a distinct possibility that the Li ions might
disrupt the cyclic type hydrogen bonded dimers of acetic acid and
thereby facilitate its interaction with the polymer and bring
about added stability. However, this scheme was discarded in favour
of the direct interaction specified earlier. These conclusions
seem highly speculative in nature; a more direct experimental
indication of such interaction is required as confirmation.
6kKurtz and Harrington have isolated LiBr/poly-proline 
complexes. Their results demonstrate the existence of this 
complex in a solvent (acetic acid) with low water content.
This complexing was also observed in aqueous systems but the 
concentration of LiBr had to be three times as high. The mech­
anism of the reaction did not involve trans to cis isomerism which 
had been suggested earlier Since the viscosity of
poly-proline in aqueous LiBr solution approached that of globular
proteins, thus suggesting a drastic reduction in the polymer size,
I +and since these authors found 4=5 prolyl residues per Li ion,
they concluded that the structure of the complex involved a
definite number of prolyl residues per Li+ ion. To achieve such
a structure, they suggested that instead of trans to cis isomerism,
« w
a rotation about ~0l(J!4C= linkages was taking place® This would
H
also account for the reduction in polymer size. This paper inclu­
ded some infra-red spectra of poly-proline I and II and the com­
plexes; little information, however, could be obtained from them 
because of the low resolution of the spectrometer used® The 
intrinsic viscosity of strongly anionic PGA at pH 8.0 and 
cationic poly-L-lysine-HBr (PLL-HBr) at pH 3*2 were measured 
by Ciferri et al. ^  in the presence of various neutral salts 
(0.2 - 4M). They did not find any change in behaviour of the 
cationic polymer with respect to the change in the anion and 
similarly for the anionic polymer with respect to the change in 
cation. The observed binding effectiveness of the anions and 
cations followed the order:-
F~< S0^"“ < AcT - < ci" < Br” <  NO” < I" < CNS”
and K+< Mg++< Na+ < Cs+ < Li+ < Ca++.
They concluded that the increased binding of the various ions to 
the polymers was responsible for salting out i.e. low solubility, 
decreased transition temperature and often high intrinsic visco­
sity. The mechanism of binding as outlined by these authors 
involved either an ion-dipole interaction between the ions and 
the amide dipoles or a direct binding, of electrostatic nature, 
to the charged side-chains, e.g., to COO” groups in PGA and 
to groups in PLL-HBr0 At high LiCl concentration, a pro­
gressive lowering of intrinsic viscosity in the PGA/H^O/LiCl
system was reported and the inference drawn from these data was
that the binding to the backbone and to the side-chain were
taking place concurrently0 However, no convincing explanation
for such a conclusion was given.
ii) Binding to the side-chain:
Most of the papers discussed below deal with very small
concentrations of neutral salts and the polymers employed are
usually in the Of-helical or quasi-o(-helical conformation, but
the reasons for discussing these papers are, firstly, that the
investigations were not limited to monovalent cations but
++ ++ ++included divalent cations like Mg , Ca , Ba etc. and, secondly,
that they might shed some light on the forces required for the
stabilization of any particular native configuration. Also, PGA
was used in most of these studies and this particular polymer
and its behaviour in various environments are of great interest
68 71to us in the present investigation. Jacobson ~ used the 
titrimetric technique in a series of investigations on the helix- 
coil transition properties of PGA and.poly aspartic acid (PAA).
The parameters considered were the degree of ionisatipn of the
side-chain polar groups and binding of various cations such as
++ ++ ++ ++Mg , Ca , Sr , Ba , and monovalent alkali metal cations. The
procedure adopted was an initial / pretitration with a weakly.bound
base (tetra-alkyl ammonium hydroxide) followed by the measurement
of the degree of ionisation of the -K-carboxyl groups as a
++function of an added strongly-binding cation such as Mg
++Jacobson concluded that the 0(-helical configuration favoured Mg 
binding and that in the random coil form, ’’there was no hindrance 
to the binding by micro-dielectric effects and that stripping of
some of the water of hydration from the magnesium ion and its
replacement by the 'Jf-carboxyl group or groups should be
energetically favoured". These papers, unfortunately, did not
clarify the nature of the forces that stabilized either con-
72formation. Kono and Ikegami , however, pointed out that there
was no preferential binding of Mg++ by PGA in the helical form
and concluded that the process could be explained without in-
++voking a specific interaction between Mg and PGA, and that the
binding of these ions to PGA depended upon the charge density on
the macromolecule. However, from Jacobson's work on poly-aspartic 
70
acid the possibility of hydrophobic bonding, (between adjacent 
side-chains containing hydrocarbon groups) in stabilizing the helix 
in PGA and PLL became apparent. PGA has two methylene groups, PLL 
has four but PAA has only one methylene group. Of the three polymers 
PAA does not easily form the 0(-helix whereas the other two do. This 
could be due to the enhanced hydrophobic bonding between the 
extra methylene groups on the side-chain of PLL and PGA which 
provides a greater stabilizing factor in maintaining the helical 
structure. This view is given some support by the work of Lotan 
et al. ^  who showed that by making the polar - K-carboxyl 
group of PGA nonionisable by various alkyl group substitutions; 
the stability of the (tf-helix was enhanced.
b) Modification of the solvent structure and hence the solvent 
polymer interaction:
73Von-Hippel and Wong investigated the collagen - gelatin 
phase transition as a function of solvent and added chemical 
reagents. They found that the melting temperature T i.e. 
the temperature corresponding to the mid-point of the helix-coil
transition at a given salt concentration, m, could be quantit­
atively expressed as:
T = T° + km m m
where = T at m = 0 and k, a constant depending on the nature m m
of the s.alt-gelatin system, and was expressed in deg/mole/litre»u
k, the slope of the plot T vs m indicated the molar effectiveness
of the salt under consideration* They found that T decreased
linearly with increasing m, The molar effectiveness of LiCl was
found to be higher than (CH^)^ NCI and NaCl but lower than CaCl^ ,
and KCNS. With urea, however, a break was observed in the T vs m1 1 m
plot at a urea concentration ^ 4-M indicating the possibility of an 
intermediate configuration. They also reported that in the 
thermal denaturation of collagen, the melting temperature for 
the collagen - D^O system was higher by k% than that for the collagen - 
H^O system. Their conclusions were:
1. increasing m(i.e. with a corresponding negative k) is 
analogous to raising the temperature,
2. no unequivocal interpretation of the action of neutral 
salts on the collagen type triple helix, (three collagen strands 
wound in slightly deformed o(-helical form) could be made, but it 
was argued quite cogently that the binding of these salts to the 
peptide backbone was not feasible and the reasons for reaching 
such a conclusion will be given later (Section 4),
3. the observed effects were explained in terms of the 
reorganisation of water molecules around the polymer when neutral
l
salts were added. This reorganisation resulted in a weakening 
of the hydrophobic bonds and hence the melting of the collagen.
This conclusion was supported by the investigations of Geiduschek
74 75 76
and Hamaguchi using collagen^and von Hippel and V/ong 1 with the
globular protein, HUA . However, the latter could not rule
out the possibility of a direct binding of certain salts on experi­
mental groundso They pointed out, however, that the shrinkage of 
collagen could not be explained by the effect of these neutral salts 
on the activity coefficient of water, since a wide range of neutral 
salts affect this parameter differently and yet have a similar 
effect on collagen* TTrea is considered to be a potent hydrophobic 
bond breaker and it presumably achieves this by altering the 
properties of watere In order to elucidate the effects of urea
on aqueous solutions of amides and proteins and in particular its
77possible hydrophobic bond breaking ability, Eupley measured the 
viscosities of binary aqueous solutions of various amides, urea 
and KC1* The amide, urea and KC1 solutions showed particularly low 
values when compared through their viscosity B coefficients0
non-electrolytes and m  ^*» molality of the solute)* “When the 
volume fraction coefficientsi*e0 1000'f^ B/Mg ( (^ & ^  are density 
and molecular weight of the solute), of Einstein*s equation for 
viscosity of very dilute solutions of suspended spheres were worked 
out, this factor came very close to the theoretical value of 2*5? 
for some solutions, However for urea, KC1, formamide and acetamide 
this coefficient was only about one third* This apparent‘ 
anomaly was interpreted as being due to disordering of the solvent 
structure by the solute* Rupley compared the effect of urea etc*
7B 70
to that of "ions" proposed by Gurney and Prank and Wen who 
postulated that the function of ions was to orient the nearest 
neighbour solvent molecules, so that they could not take part in 
the formation of water "clusters”, thus leading to a disorder about
ss 1 + Am^ + Bmg where A and B are constants, A = 0 for
the solvated solute molecule. Thus, Rupley concluded that the
disruption of the water structure by additives like urea led to
the denaturation of the proteins from their native states by a
go g°|
breakdown of their hydration sheath. Blout et al. 9
studied the effects of LiBr, on copolymers and tricopolymers of
L-glutamic acid, L-lysine and L-gliitamic acid, L-alanine, L-
lysine respectively. They found that in both cases the action
of LiBr was pH dependent and could interpret their data only
on the basis of modified solvent-polymer interaction. Sherebrin 
82and Oplatka , investigating the contraction-relaxation prop­
erties of collagen fibres in LiBr-acetone solutions, found that 
a dry collagen fibre, when placed in a 2.35M LiBr/acetone or 
*f.35M LiBr/dimethyl formamide solution, did not undergo any 
contraction at all until a small amount of water was added.
In the presence of this small quantity of water they observed a 
reduction of Q^P/o of the original length and thus concluded 
that LiBr on its own was not effective at all, and that partially 
or fully hydrated LiBr was responsible for the contraction.
However, on increasing the v/ater content of this binary solution, 
re-elongation took place, but on increasing the concentration 
of LiBr w.r.t. water, the onset of re-elongation became pro­
gressively delayed. They found that the maximum contraction occurred 
when the mole fraction of water to that of LiBr reached a ratio 
of about 3 and the fibre remained contracted until this ratio 
was about 23® This figure of 3 may have some significance in
connection with the water of hydration of the Li+ ion. The
+hydration number of the Li ion has been found to vary from 1 
to 26, but the average number is generally quoted as 4 (see 
later). These authors, in explaining their data, came out in
83favour of Alexander's hypothesis that "partially hydrated 
Li+ ion drew within its co-ordination orbit groups such as NH 
and OC from the peptide bonds"0 This view was supported by
84Craig and Richards
c) Reduction of the contribution of the intra-molecular side- 
chain forces!
These could be any or all of the following: hydrogen
bonding forces, hydrophobic bonding forces, electrostatic inter­
action forceSo
One of the earlier papers under this heading was by Doty 
31et al. where the helix to coil transition of PGA was studied
as a function of pH, temperature and degree of ionisation. The
techniques employed were optical rotatory dispersion, viscometry
and infra-red spectroscopy. They found that PGA had undergone a
helix to coil transition within a very short pH range or in
terms of degree of ionisation of the side-chain $-carboxyl
groups between kO - Q^P/o It was also noted that the helix
could withstand ionisation of about kQP/o of its carboxyl groups
before it started collapsing. However, Doty et al. included
the possibility of hydrogen bonding between the unionised
carboxyl groups acting as a stabilizing force but this seems
unlikely in aqueous solution on thermodynamic and steric grounds.
The position of the carbonyl stretching mode (
-1unionised carboxyl group at ca 1710 cm appears to favour the
argument of Doty. In the carboxylic acid dimers where
-1two carboxyl bands are observed, one at ca. 1730 cm and
the other at ca. 1700 cm the former has been assigned to
1 83 the ~ of the monomer and the latter to that of the dimer ,
but these frequencies could be a result of solvation, Another
factor for stabilizing the Ct “helical configuration of PGA, as 
86Scheliman pointed out, is the intra-peptide hydrogen bond
which helps to maintain the ordered structure e However, these
intramolecular H-bonds are very sensitive towards the side-
chain - side-chain interactions and, finally there might also be
some contribution to the overall stability from the hydrophobic
bonding between the methylene groups of adjacent side-chains,
31The conclusions of Doty et, al, were supported by Goldstein
87 39and Katchalski • Fasman, Lindblow and Bodenheimer studied
the factors that influenced the stability of PGA and a co-polymer 
of L-leucine and L-glutamic acide These authors have tested the 
hypothesis of hydrogen bonding" between the unionised carboxyl 
groups being one of the forces stabilizing the PGA helix. They 
argued that if the helical configuration were dependent on the 
hydrogen bonded pairs of unionised carboxyls then an ionic 
strength dependence of this interaction should be expected. They 
found experimentally that 5M HaCI disrupted the helix; this 
phenomenon was in the opposite direction to that expected since 
the shielding of charge by added electrolytec should have pre­
vented the helix disruption. They Interpreted this as the 
breakdown of the hydrogen bonding between the pairs of union­
ised carboxyl groups by the neutral salt, In an attempt to 
define the role of the side-chain interactions in maintaining 
the -helix, these authors prepared co-polymers of L-glutamic 
acid (polar) and L-leucine (non polar) containing different 
amounts of the two amino acids. They found that with the increase 
in L-leucine content, the-helix became more stable compared to PGA
under identical conditions. Higher pH values were required 
to bring about the helix-coil transitions. Even the effect of 
neutral salts varied considerably; they found that 1M LiBr was 
sufficient to rupture the PGA helix but for the copolymer (77%
Glu: 2y/o Leu), 1M LiBr. could only reduce the helicity slightly 
(-bQ = 415),(even at 8M LiBr, this co-polymer retained some 
helicity, -bQ = 50) • They tried to interpret this phenomenon 
as due to the dilution of charge on the copolymer in the partially 
ionised form, but found it highly unlikely. So, to clarify this 
issue a blocked precursor in the form of a co-polymer, copoly- 
flf-benzyl-L-glutamate - L-leucine (69:51) was used. Although 
the solvent was different (DCA:CHC1^:85:15)9 they observed in­
creased stability as compared to the homopolymer PLBG under ident­
ical conditions. Thus, the incorporation of a non-polar amino 
acid in mainly polar polyamino acid increased the helical stabil­
ity and this increase was attributed to the role played by 
hydrophobic bonding. They concluded that in both homo- and co­
polymers hydrophobic bonding forces played a major role in the 
stabilization process. However these authors seemed to contra­
dict themselves when discussing the effect of urea on PGA 
and the co-polymer of Glu-Leu. Since 8M urea did not have any 
effect on PGA except that it slightly lowered the helicity of the 
polymer (as measured by the Moffit-Yang helicity parameter -bQ) 
they concluded that this was due to the inability of urea to 
break carboxyl-carboxyl hydrogen bonding. It has been shown,
however, that intra-peptide hydrogen bonding in aqueous solution
88 89is highly unstable 9 and on the basis of this it can be said,
apart from the steric factors, that such carboxyl-carboxyl hydrogen
bonding is also highly unlikely. Fasman et al. assumed that
carboxyl-carboxyl bonding was responsible for the stabilization of
the PGA helix, and proposed that the mechanism of LiBr interaction
was by the binding of the Li+ ion to the carbonyl oxygen of the
peptide linkage. This conclusion, seemed to have no experimental
90basis. Barone, Crescenzi and Quadrifoglio studied the helix- 
coil transition of PGA in aqueous solutions as a function of added 
NaCl, LiCl, NaClO^ and noted in particular the destabilizing effects
+ ko
of the Li ion. However, they concluded, on the basis of Kauzman’s
statement^  that carboxy1-carboxyl interactions are relatively
unimportant in maintaining the helix stability in PGA, and that
further investigations were necessary before any mechanistic
details regarding the interaction of LiBr with PGA could be given with
91confidence. Noguchi and Yang utilised a polyvinyl alcohol cross- 
linked film of PGA to study the helix to coil transition by acid-base 
titration. Contraction of the film in HC1 (pH 2) and elongation 
in NaOH (pH 12) were explained in terms of the ionisation prop­
erties of the side-chain ^(-carboxyl groups. They also observed 
that the transition shifted towards the lower pH region on addition 
of small amounts of NaCl (0.2M). With NaCl, KC1 or KF the film 
shrank rapidly as the concentration of these neutral salts was 
raised, but with LiBr, the film initially contracted for a short time
then elongated and finally disintegrated completely. This phenomenon
+  —was interpreted in terms of complex formation between Li , Br and 
-CONH-groups. The coiled form of the PGA film reverted to helical 
form in 8M urea and this was explained on the basis that the urea 
only affected the hydrophobic bonding and hot the hydrogen bondings.
++ ++With divalent cations like Ca and Mg , the film shrank rapidly
but no interaction with the backbone was suggested. It was 
++ ++believed that Mg and Ca cause this shrinkage by just binding
f MB .
to the ionised carboxyl groups (-C00 ....Mg .... 00C9 but no
reversion to the helical structure was postulated. Thus most 
of the work described in the literature to date is somewhat con­
fusing as regards the conclusions drawn. The majority of the 
problems concerning interactions with polypeptides are still 
not well characterised and it was felt necessary to try to clarify 
this state of affairs. The above, therefore, is a simple and 
condensed review of the more relevant work in the area of poly­
peptide-neutral salt interactions and sets the stage for the 
approach.
1:3 APPROACH
This research has been concerned with the study of the
mechanism of interaction of neutral salts such as LiBr, KCNS,
MgCl^ etc., with two synthetic polymers poly-L-glutamic acid-Na 
salt and poly-L-lysine-hydrobromide in the presence of a third 
component, viz., water. The main emphasis is laid on sodium 
poly-glutamate while poly-lysine-HBr has been used to substantiate 
and clarify some of the observations made with the former poly­
mer. The essential aspect of this project is that the inter­
actions are with the randomly coiled conformation of the syn­
thetic polymers. The experimental techniques employed mainly 
consist of infra-red spectroscopy and high-resolution nuclear 
magnetic resonance, though other methods, such as optical 
rotatory dispersion, are used whenever required. It has been 
the intention to try to correlate the observations made, with
the various theories that are outlined in the section 102 and if 
this should fail to devise new theoretical arid phenomenological 
approaches which would explain the results0 Since the work 
involved the use of mainly two techniques9 IR and KMR? the data 
will be analysed under different sub-titles but the final dis­
cussion will combine the inferences drawn from the data obtained 
with both techniqueso
SECTION 2 
2d  EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
2.1.1. SOME ASPECTS CF INFRA RED SPECTROSCOPY:
The basic principles of IR or molecular spectroscopy can be 
found in a number of specially written monographs0 However, the 
aim of this section is to elucidate some aspects of this physical 
technique particularly relevant to the analysis and interpretation 
of the spectra of aqueous solutions of polypeptides and the spectral 
changes that are brought about by the addition of a third component 0 
Most of the applications of the IR spectroscopy to the struc­
tural problems of complex organic molecules are based on the app­
earance of certain characteristic bands in their spectra. Emp­
irical studies of related compounds containing similar function­
al groups or structural elements, e.g., OH, CHy peptide, etcD, 
have shown that for each functional group, there are a number 
of specific absorption bands in the spectrum. Thus, in the spectra 
of secondary amides in dilute solution, bands are found near 
3460 cm”1 and between 1670-1700 cm"1, 1550-1510 cm"1 and 1350- 
1220 cm"1e The absorption frequencies of these bands and their 
intensities are determined by the nature of the atoms constit­
uting the group and also by the strength of the bonding., The 
influence of the molecular framework, to which this group is 
attached, is demonstrated by the variation of the absorption 
frequencies and band intensities over a limited range 0 Eands are 
assigned to various vibrational modes, e.g., the stretching of 
the bond, the deformation of the bond angle, etc. This approach 
is particularly suitable for assigning certain bands in the IR 
spectrum of a complex molecule * Although it" is often very 
approximate, this type of approach gives useful indications of
the nature of chemical bonding and also the state of the immediate 
environment. In other words it is particularly suitable for 
getting a qualitative picture. It would be ideal if the mol­
ecular framework did not influence either the position of the 
intensity of the band beyond a very narrow range. It would also 
help if there were no absorption bands from other functional 
groups, belonging to the same molecule, in the region under 
observation. In practice, however, such ideal conditions are 
seldom encountered. These types of interference alter the 
position and the intensity of the band under observation and 
a great deal of effort has gone into understanding the factors 
governing these variations. If, however, the variations in the 
frequency and the intensity of a specific band are used to 
detect the changes in the electronic environment, then one has 
to be aware of the fact that the vibrational interaction with the 
molecular framework is very small compared to that with the 
electronic environment. Electronic influences are reflected 
in the force constant and the dipole moment derivative. The 
electronic configuration of the bond determines the force 
constant and this is one of the most difficult physical para­
meters to obtain, even for the simplest of the polyatomic 
molecules. The only information that is readily available 
is the frequency of the vibration and this is used for bond 
characterisation, thus getting a rough estimation of the force 
constant. However, before this is attempted, it is necessary 
to determine to what extent the vibration under consideration 
is influenced by contributions from other parts of the molecule,
i.e., it is important to know the extent of coupling of the
vibration with other parts. The quantum mechanical approach to 
this problem is quite involved| however, there are certain 
empirical rules which can be successfully applieds
i. considerable coupling between stretching vibrations 
is possible if there is a common bond between the atoms,
ii. coupling between the angle deformation and bond 
stretching vibrations will take place if the bond 
forms one side of the angles
and iii. strong coupling may occur between angle deformation 
vibrations involving hydrogen and. stretching of ah 
adjacent bond with a heavier atom. This coupling will 
diminish with increasing mass of the hydrogen bearing 
atom.
So far, only the characteristic vibration involving the dis­
tortion of a single bond or angle has been considered. There are, 
however, other cases in which the vibrations are localised in 
a group of several atoms, and thus, give rise to frequencies 
which are characteristic of a particular group. Hi vibrations of 
this nature, more than one bond length or one bond angle undergo 
changes simultaneously. This will only be possible if the coup­
ling coefficients between the symmetry co-ordinates of the group 
and of the molecular framework are small. An empirical approach • 
to assess the independence of the group vibration is to consider 
a hypothetical molecule, R— X, where R is the molecular frame­
work to which the group X is attached. Let R be given an 
infinite mass. Using representative values of the bond lengths 
and angles and the force constants of X^a theoretical value for 
the absorption frequency of the group is worked out. The
deviation between the observed and theoretical values will give 
the measure of the dependence of the group frequencies on the 
framework. If the coupling effect is found to be small then the 
variations in the group frequencies for different frameworks are 
attributed to differences in the force constants. As an example, 
take the case of the carbonyl stretching modeg depending on the 
molecular framework, this mode absorbs in the frequency range 
I63O-I87O cm"1. However, due to a very high force constant of 
the 0=0, this stretching vibration enjoys a large amount of 
independence.
Information on coupling can also be obtained via isotopic
substitution. The commonest form of isotopic substitution is that
of deuterium for the proton; the ratio of the band frequencies
should be approximately equal to V 2. However, caution should be
exercised before having recourse to this type of analysis, as it
can sometimes lead to confusion rather than simplification. As
an example consider the spectrum of acetylene £ the 0 = 0 stretching
frequency in acetylene is at 1974 cm ^ and the C~H stretching
frequencies are at 3374 cm"1 and 3287 cm"1. O11 deuteration, the
streching mode of CEO is at 1762 cm"1^symmetric stretching)
and that of C-I moves to 2701 cm"1. The ratio of CfC frequencies
O-A I ^
is -a d gf 1.120 and that of C-H to C-X) is^l.250; this suggests that 
both the C=C and C-I) vibrations are strongly coupled on deutera-’ 
tion0
If, however}the mechanical influences on a group frequency are 
shown to be negligible, then any variation of this parameter is 
due to the changes in the force constaht; this can be brought 
about by the internal reorientation of the electronic charge
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distributiono There are two main types of electronic interaction 
between the reacting centre and the substituent 5 they are the 
inductive and the resonance effects0 Either of these effects 
can be negative or positive depending upon the direction of 
migration of the electronic charge with relation to the reacting 
groupo A positive effect means a migration of charge from the 
substituent to the reacting group and vice versa0 The induct­
ive effect originates mainly from differences in electronegati­
vity and the resonance from the delocalisation in the -elec­
tronic system,, Increase in the -electronic conjugation of the 
oxygen lone pair electrons certainly exists in the series 
alcohols-phenols- carboxylic acids0 This is concluded from the 
evidence that the basicity of the oxygen decreases on going 
from aliphatic ethers to methoxy naphthols0 However the net 
effect of the structural changes in this series is to reduce 
the 0-H force constant 0 H~H frequencies of the amides and 
hydrazones show similar trend, their hydrogen^ also have signif­
icant acidic character0
Many empirical correlations with structural factors also 
exist for the characteristic frequencies of multiple bonds, 
particularly the carbonyl bond0 Increase in C=0 stretching 
frequency with the increased electronegativity of the substit­
uent has been observedo Besides the polar effects, conjugation 
will have a great deal of influence upon the force constant of 
a group with -electron bonds„ This is shown qualitatively 
ih the decrease of frequencies on going from saturated ketones 
(cao1710 cnT^) to benzophenone (cad665 cm ^)0 This decrease 
in frequencies can be qualitatively related to the decrease in
the bond order.
So far, the factors that influence the vibrational frequencies 
have been discussed % however, similar factors also have pronounced 
effects on the intensity of the band. Although both the frequen­
cies and the intensities depend ultimately on the electronic 
configuration of the bond, there is no direct relationship between 
them. The vibrational frequency is determined by the second 
derivative of energy with respect to the normal coordinate, Q, and 
the intensity by the first derivative of the dipole moment with 
respect to the same parameter,. However, correlation of the 
increase in band intensity to the changes in the electronic 
environment is virtually impossible.
In the following study, the spectral features of the system 
have been analysed in terms of the group frequencies and the 
changes in the band positions and shapes are related to the environ­
mental changes.
2elo2e HIGH RESOLUTION NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPYo
The theory and the numerous uses of this technique can also 
be found in several specific monographs. The resume below is 
intended to outline the aspects of HMR which are particularly
relevant to polymers in solution.
In the HMR spectra of liquids of low viscosity, the lines 
observed are very sharp, because the dipolar coupling which usual­
ly broadens the lines averages out to zero due to the rapid
tumbling of the molecule„ Hence, very small magnetic interactions
can be detected by this technique. One of these interactions is 
the spin-spin coupling between the magnetically non-equivalent 
nuclei, where the spin of one nucleus couples with that of
another. This results in a symmetrical splitting of the original 
line. For example a single proton in a group adjacent to a methy­
lene group (CHg) give £ise, when coupled, to sets of two lines
and three lines belonging to CH^ and H respectively. This arises 
because of the magnetic non-equivalence between the protons in 
two environments and thus two magnetically equivalent protons of 
CH2 'see* two spin states (0( and jS ) of the single proton.
Line shape analysis is another source of information, but 
this is a complicated phenomenon to describe qualitatively; how­
ever, the factors influencing the line width will be described 
briefly. They are:
a) Exchange processes; This can take place between the members
of the same species or with the same species in solvent medium.
If there is no exichange the line width will be very narrow. If
the exchange is between the members of the same species, then
with an increase in the exchange rate, the line-width will increase
monotonically and will vanish at a very high rate of exchange 
11 "1d o - 1- 1 - sec ). If, on the other hand the exchange is between two 
sites where the protons in the two sites resonate at different 
radio-frequencies, then as the exchange rate, increases the two 
signals will approach each other and at very high exchange rate 
a single resonance peak will appear exactly at the middle of 
the distance separating the two original signals. If, however, 
the two protons at two different sites involved in the exchange 
processes are coupled, then in the absence of exchange phenomena 
the splitting would be distinctly evident. If now the exchange 
rate is enhanced, the sharp lines due to splitting will become
gradually diffused and at intermediate rates of exchange a broad 
line will emerge enveloping the split-up lines, but once this rate 
becomes faster the splitting pattern will vanish because the 
coupling would no longer be sufficiently effective and a sharp 
line will emerge and finally at very high exchange rates the line 
would vanish completely e
b) Viscosity broadening; If the sample under observation is 
highly viscous, then the molecular motion would be relatively 
slow and the dipolar coupling would no longer average to zero 
through fast molecular tumbling and consequently line-broadening 
will be observed,
c) Segmental motion; This is particularly applicable to
polymer solutions where the line-width is determined by the
92
motion of small segments of the molecule. Bovey pointed out
that the slow molecular motion in the absence of quadrupolar
coupling gave rise to line-broadening through this mechanism.
93Odijama has worked out statistically that each of these 
segments which affect the line-width consists of about ten 
monomer units.
d) Quadrupolar broadening; This happens when nuclei with JE> 35- 
couple effectively with the tumbling motion of the molecule* this 
is an intra-molecular effect. If the relaxation of the quadrupole 
moment is facilitated by providing locally a highly asymmetric 
electric field and if the coupling is very strong, then a single 
sharp line is observed. On the other hand if this coupling is 
made difficult, splitting of the line would be observed as in
the case of .pure ammonia.
Finally, effect on the line position due to inter- or
intramolecular hydrogen bonding should be discussed briefly, since 
most proteins and polypeptides exist in a very complicated hydro­
gen bonded state. Consider the case A - H . . . . B .  In such a 
system, the chemical shielding of the proton;'i.e. the chemical 
shift, will consist of two contributions; l) the magnetic field 
experienced by the proton due to the direct effect of the induced 
currents in B and 2) the polarisation of the electrons in the 
A - H bond caused by B which also affects the shielding around 
the proton,, Effect (l) depends on the nature of B i.e. electro­
negativity. For linear molecules, chemical shielding is decreas­
ed by the formation of the H-bond. On breaking or weakening the 
H-bond the proton becomes more shielded and the signal moves 
towards the higher fields.
2.2 EXPERIMENTAL g 
2.2,1 INFRA-RED SPECTROMETERS
Most of the infra-red spectra were obtained with a Perkin- 
Elmer Model 225 grating spectrophotometer fitted with Csl prism.
It is a fully automatic double beam recording instrument capable 
of a resolution of 0.5 cm~\ The frequency range of this instru­
ment is 4000 - 200 cm"*^  full range or single expanded ranges of the
-1 -1 type 4000 - 2000 cm , 2500 - 1000 cm etc. Radiation detection
is achieved with a thermocouple detector instead of the pneumatic
Golay detectors used in earlier instruments. Built in abscissa
expansion up to 50 times is available over the entire frequency
range. Band positions are measured with an accuracy of * 1 cm"*^ .
A Perkin-EImer Model 521 grating spectrometer was also used to
verify certain regions of the spectrum. This instrument is
mechanically and optically very similar to Model 225 except its
—1
source is appreciably weaker and its range is different (4000-250 cm
Both the instruments were regularly calibrated with water vapour , 
polystyrene and CC>2* Typical instrumental settings for the model
225 were as follows;
Automatic Slit programme 6,0
Gain 0.4
Pen Speed Slow;4
Response 1
Suppression lil
2.2 o 2. HIGHRESOLBTIQN- TOl'SFECTROHETERS;
The bulk of the M R  experiments were carried out with a 
Varian HA 100 high resolution M R  spectrometer * This is a 100 MHz 
instrument fitted with a proton probe, a proton decoupler, and a 
variable temperature probe (range -150°C to +200°C). Resolution, 
as claimed by the manufacturer, is 0.5 Hz full line-width at 
hhlf maximum amplitude. Manufacturer1 s references for various 
accessories used are listed below;
r.f. unit v-4511
Proton probe V-4333A
Variable temperature probe v-433
Continuous adjustment magnetic power supply V-2608A,
Sample tubes (0.D«;0«5 cm), used throughout were supplied by 
Varian Associates, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. The instrument 
was frequently checked for best performance and maintained at the 
highest possible resolution by running the acetaldehyde spectrum. 
Phase corrections were made whenever necessary, and this factor 
was checked with every run. The spectrometer settings for the 
best spectra were;
Frequency response 1 Hz
r.r. attenuator 30 db
Sweep time 250 sec.
Sweep width 1000 Hz
Spectrum amplitude 5000
Lock Signal
Field mGauss, (Manual Oscillator freq.) 
Field mGauss (Sweep frequency) 0.06 mGauss
0.4 mGauss
All the spectra were obtained by using field sweep rather 
than the frequency sweep method. Proton decoupling was utilised to 
make the assignments of the observed signals. A built in frequency 
counter was used to measure chemical shift w.r.t. the locked in 
water signal. An internal reference (TSS) was used and the chemical 
shifts of the signals were measured with respect to this.
Most of the results were checked by using a Japan Electron 
Optics Ltd. (Paris) JNM-4H-100 High resolution spectrometer.
Agreement between the results obtained with the two instruments 
was found to be extremely good.
The Varian instrument (HA 100) seemed to give a better 
presentation of the data and this made the determination of the 
spin-spin coupling constant and in some cases, the chemical shift, 
easier.
2.3.1. INFRA-RED
Unless otherwise stated all the solutions contained 50 mg/ml 
of sodium poly-L-glutamate and the neutral salt concentration 
was expressed in terms of molarity. Preparation of the samples 
containing D^0 as solvent was carried out in a dry box (Mecaplex) 
kept at constant relative humidity of>4% by circulating dry air,
passed through molecular sieves (aluminium sodium silicates: 
pellet size |r")« F.05 type demountable cells, fitted with CaFg
The cells were made air-tight by sealing them off with water in­
soluble adhesive strips. Measurements at various temperatures 
were carried out with a heated cell also supplied by RIIC,
London which was fitted with IEtran II windows. Temperature 
measurements were made with a precalibrated thermocouple, and 
a * 1°C accuracy is claimed. Sufficient time ( ^  g-lhour) was 
allowed to obtain temperature equilibrium.
Initially, aqueous solutions were used to observe the amide 
A & B bands, but because of the high extinction coefficient 
of water in this region, thin cells (ca 3}i) had to be used. In 
order to prepare these cells, the central portion of the undrill­
ed CaF^, window was masked off and Teflon was deposited with the 
aid of an aerosol spray after the method of Thompson A
careful control of the spray determined the^ thickness. However, 
the experiments did not yield any useful data, because the 
solutions used did not,contain a sufficient quantity of the 
polymer to enable the bands to be observed. Higher concentrations 
of the polymer could not be obtained because of the limited solu­
bility of SPG in H^O. As a result, the experiments were confined
ed were the Amide I* and II* and those of the carboxylate ion.
windows and 25 Ji spacers were supplied by RIIC Ltd., London
to solutions in D^O (using 25 y. cells) and the main bands observ- 
Solvent compensation 111 in the reference beam was attempted
with very little success.
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2.3.2. NMR:
Samples were prepared in an exactly similar fashion as for 
IR, but the solvent used was chiefly H^O instead of D^ O. Sample 
tubes were supplied by Varian Associates and were of 0.3 cm 
outside diameter. In each case, the sample tubes were filled 
with just over 0.5 ml of the solutions. 0,1% solution of 
sodium trimethylsiljpropane sulfonate (TSS) was used as the 
internal reference. The salt concentrations are expressed in 
molalities (wt.) rather than molarities (vol.) as in the infra­
red experiments.
2 A, MATERIALS:
The sodium salt of poly-L-glutamic acid was supplied by 
Pilot Chemicals Incorporated, Watertown, Mass., U.S.A. 
Manufacturers specififications were: Lt No. G.83, degree of
polymerisation 520, water content 10%, A small amount of SPG 
was dialysed to remove small ionic impurities against doubly 
distilled deionised water for 72 hours, changing the water 
outside the dialysis tube every two hours. A spectrum of the 
purified sample was compared with that of the commercial one 
and no significant difference was observed. On the basis of 
this observation, no further purification of commercial SPG 
was undertaken. However, in the aqueous solution of SPG some 
suspended cellulose fibres were observed. This impurity was 
removed by centrifugation. SPG, prior to use, was dried in a 
vacuum oven at 150°C to remove excess water. The IR spectrum 
of the dried sample did not show any thermal degradation of the 
polymer.
The lithium salt of poly-L-glutamic acid (LiPG) was pre­
pared in the following way:
a) the pH of an aqueous solution of SPG was lowered by the 
addition of 0.1H HC1 when PGA precipitated out-,
b) PGA was recovered by filtration and was repeatedly 
washed by water to remove HaCl and the excess HC1;
c) insoluble PGA was then suspended in water and l.OH
Li OH (Ex. BLH Ltd., Analar grade) was gradually added until 
the suspended solid mass was completely dissolved,
d) LiPG, thus obtained, was dialysed for 72 hours and
then lyophilized; a flame photometric analysis, carried out 
at Kingston College of Technology with the aid of LiCO^ 
(reagent grade) as standard, gave 4«2 * 0.2^  lithium V^/wt 
indicating one lithium ion/residue, A spectrum of LiPG in 
showed no band shifts apart from the carboxylate ones 
(Fig.10).
Reagent grade LiBr was supplied by BLH Ltd., London. It was
purified by recrystallisation from a doubly filtered solution in
o
water and vacuum dried for 72 hours at 150 C to make it anhydrous. 
Figure 6 shows a spectrum of LiBr in L^O compared to L^O alone. 
Also, a Karl-Fischer analysis showed ^0.55i° "by weight of water.
A trace metal analysis for transition metal impurities, Co, Hi,
Fe, showed an impurity level of K 0.05 ppm.
KCHS was Analar grade reagent, supplied by BLH Ltd. An In­
spect rum in L^O solution did not show any significant level of 
organic impurity or water. It was vacuum dried in the usual 
manner but no further purification was attempted. LiCHS (ex BLH 
Ltd.) was technical grade reagent and hence was crystallised 
from doubly distilled deionised water and vacuum dried over
No heating was possible because it dissolved in its own 
water of crystallisation and then finally decomposed. A Karl-
Fischer analysis for water showed 17.4$ jy)*
All the other alkali metal halides were Analar grade (ex 
BDH Ltd.). and were used without purification, but were dried in 
a similar way to that described above.
Fully anhydrous Analar grade MgClg is not .‘available . 5Thus, 
lower grade salts were used and hence molarities of this salt, 
quoted later on, are not precise. CaBr^ was Analar grade (BDH) 
with a water content 1.7$ determined by Karl-Fischer analysis. 
This material was further dried before use.
Deuterium oxide was supplied by both Fluka of Switzerland 
and BDH Ltd. Both suppliers quoted 99«7$ purity. Fig, 6 shows 
a spectrum of D^O alone.
RESULTS:
The sodium salt of poly-L-glutamic acid in aqueous solution
31 3*f 39exists in the random coil form at pH higher than 3*6 ’ ’ .
Further verification was made in this laboratory by studying 
the optical rotation of the solution of SPG at various pHs 
higher than 5*6, in the l8OO0~ 33000 cm~^ region. The instru­
ment used in this connection was a f,Polarmatic 62" recording 
spectropolarimeter and the 100 m° compressed range was used.
The slit-width was kept constant at 0.6 mm and a 0.3 cm path 
length silica cell was used throughout; water was used as the 
reference material. The results are illustrated in figs. 3 and 
A. Fig. 3 represents a single term Drude plot where
is plotted against fal ( is defined as 1000C*/ dc ,
*
being the observed rotation at the wavelength 7\ , d being the 
path length of the cell in decimetres and c, the concentrations 
in g/lOQ ml). According to the theory applicable to the optical 
rotation of aqueous solutions of polypeptides, if a straight 
line is the outcome of a single term Drude plot, then the poly­
mer concerned is in the random coil configuration. Figure 3 is
110'thus self explanatory. Fig.b represents a Moffitt-Yang
plot where fm1"} )/ ^ s plotted against \ ;
here is given by [m’L  =[3/ (n2 + where
^ ^
Imj is the mean residue rotation, n is the refractive index 
of the solution at the operating wavelength, ^ , and is
a constant taken as 212 my,. The slope of this graph gives a 
constant, bQ, which is used in the Moffitt-Yang equation and 
gives a direct measure of the helix content of the polymer.
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(-bQ = 630 is the value for 100^ helix and bQ = +100 is that for 
a fully random coil polymer®) Our data gave a value for bQ of 
+10, indicating that a random coil configuration was predominant® 
5 e l  BTPRA-RED RESULTS
Pigol illustrates a typical infra-red transmission spectrum 
of the SPG-I^O system (pHs8®5) in the 4000 - 1250 cm” region®
The infra-red absorptions in this region arise from three differ­
ent sources? a) solvent, b) in-plane-COFD- vibrations and c) side-
1 00 4.
chain i®e® CH - CE^ - C ^  - COO Fa vibrations® In Pig®l, the
absorption bands marked I, II, III are due to 0 and the trace
impurity HOI) in the solvent arising from the unavoidable isotopic
exchange of the amide proton with deuteron from In the OH
-1stretching region i®e® 3500 cm s there are two important absorp­
tions characteristic of all proteins and polypeptidesj these 
two vibrations are known as amide A & B and arise from the Permi-
resonance between the FH stretching and the first overtone of 
94amide II ® However, in normal aqueous solutions, due to a 
very strong stretching vibration of OH from H^O I21 this region,
observation of these bands is impossible® Solvent compensation
111and thin cell technique (Sec® 2®3«lo) were attempted with 
no success®
In the 1800 - 1250 cm ^.region, the main in-plane- COFD -
vibrations absorb, together with the side-chain hydrocarbon and
carboxylate groups® The - COFD - vibrations are termed amide I®
and II* corresponding to the amide I and II respectively of the
non-deuterated peptide group® In the non-deuterated species,
94these two vibrations are coupled ® Amide I is primarily due 
to the stretching mode of the peptide C=0, i.®®?0 of the
vibrational potential energy is associated with this) and in
normal aqueous solutions of SPG or proteins an absorption at
1655 cnT^ is assigned to this On deuteration, the
^  C-0 al3Sor^ s 1645 - I64O cm ^ region due to the
reduction in the strength of the coupling, ^ 9 Hence,
on the basis of this evidence, the absorptions at 1646 cm ^ in
94Pige 1 and 2a are assigned to amide I8. Miyazawa observed two 
amide I! absorptions at 1645 cm ^ and 1655 cm ^ for SPG and PLL^ 
HBr and assigned the former to the intramolecular inter-peptide 
D-bonded ^q_q (as in C=0OooD-N) and the latter to c-0* 
where the peptide carbonyl was solvated by P^Oo Prom the tem­
perature dependence of these bands he concluded that the intra­
peptide D-bonding was the stronger of the two0 In the present 
investigations, two amide I? absorptions could not be observed 
even under critical instrumental conditions! however, the band 
at 1646 cm”’*" had some asymmetry on the higher frequency side 
implying the presence of a second carbonyl species0 “When the. 
temperature of the solution'was raised to 140°C, the main absorp­
tion shifted to 1655 cm  ^and lost its asymmetrical profile 
(Pig«,2) « The complex amide II vibration results from a coup­
ling between the bending mode of EE, i0e0 S ^ 9and the stretch­
ing mode of C-H, i0e0? ^  q (60^ of the vibration potential 
energy is associated withS^ and 40^ with ^ ^ ) 0 In 
normal aqueous solutions this band appears at 1555 cm~^ but 
on deuteration the contribution due to ^  is lost as a result
of isotopic substitution and the band shifts to lower frequencies
94due to reduced strength of the coupling,, Miyazawa reported 
two amide II* bands Corresponding to the two amide I* bands*
"1On the basis of this, the absorption centred around 1445 cm” was 
assigned to amide II* 5 however, it should be kept in mind that this 
broad band included absorptions arising from several situations « 
These are i) the bending mode of HOD, ^HOD9 *^ 450 ^  
ii) the side-chain methylene deformation, , at 1460 cnT^;
however9 when a carbonyl group is adjacent to a CH^ j, b ^  is
considerably lowered (in acids containing -CHgCOQH, &  ^
“1 2 is reported to be as low as 1410 cm and in di-ethyl-ketones at
*”1 X03 ^X1415 cm” ) thus the band observed at 1425 cm” is assigned to
& ££ adjacent to the 'J^ -carboxyl group0 Hence , the broad
2 —I
absorption, centred around 1445 cm” encompasses all these vibra­
tions and as a result the exact position of amide IIs cannot 
be given with any degree of accuracy<,
The bands observed at 2940 cm ^ and 1360 cm”^ are assigned
to the stretching and the bending modes of the CH group respect-
. 1 104ively
Bands at 1564 cm and 1406 cm are attributed to the ion­
ised carboxyl vibrations, the former to the asymmetric and the 
latter to the symmetric stretching mode The asymmetric
absorption: is much stronger than the symmetric one and this is in
accord with the observations made with other compounds containing
103carboxylate groups, » These assignments are listed in table h  
Some subtle changes in the amide I5 and II1 and the car- 
boxylate stretching frequencies are observed on stepwise 
addition of LiBr up to ^8 molar (Pigo6 & Table 2a&b)« The 
asymmetric carboxyl stretching absorption, (as), is found
to shift gradually towards higher frequencies; this increase in
frequency is a function of LiBr concentration. However, at
8M LiBr no further change in this frequency or hand profile was
observed. The polymer precipitated out at LiBr concentration
The total shift in ^ qq" (s) i*1 going from 0 - 8M LiBr 
—Iconcentration was 11 cm , The asymmetric mode 0^go”(s)» could
not be monitored in D^O solution because at concentrations greater
than 4M LiBr, this band became an integral part of a big, intense
and broad absorption in this region which included also the 8
and the amide IIs (Fig.7)* In order to follow the behaviour of this
broad band w,ret, LiBr concentration, spectra of the SPG/LiBr/H^O
system were obtained. As a direct consequence of changing the
solvent from to H^O, the amide II9 band was lost and was
-1converted back to amide II which absorbed at 1535 cm » thus leaving
the wavenumber region, 1500 - 1400 cm” transparent. The behaviour
of *i>coo- (s) was similar to that of ^ qqq“ (as) it shifted
to higher frequencies with the increase in LiBr concentration.
The total shift in this band over the salt concentration range 
-1was 7 cm .
Ho movement of the amide I9 band (at 40°C) was noticed up to 4M 
LiBr; above this, this absorption started shifting towards higher 
frequencies. A gradual shift, with increasing LiBr concentration, 
continued until 8M LiBr. However, at 8M LiBr, a change in the amide 
I* band was noted, the main band appeared at I658 crn”*^ with a shoulder 
on the lower frequency side at I65O cm”\  This shoulder was still 
evident at 9^ LiBr but there was, no'appreciable change in the pos­
ition nor in the intensities of the main band and the adjacent 
shoulder. Half bandwidth measurements at various LiBr concentration^
strongly point towards the presence of more than one species of V u=u
type of vibration in this region (re. Table 2a). Also this band 
showed a gradual decrease in intensity concomitant with an 
increase in the band-width. Table 2a lists the details 
concerning the behaviour of the above absorption band w.r.t. LiBr 
concentration.
The behaviour of the amide II* or that of the group of absorp­
tions in that region mentioned earlier was much more complex.
This broad absorption, centred around 1445 cm~\ gained in 
intensity and shifted towards lower frequencies with increase 
in LiBr. Interpretation became difficult and it was almost 
impossible to determine with any degree of certainty which one of 
the vibrations was perturbed. However, this difficulty was 
overcome by the set of spectra of the SPG/H^O/LiBr system 
(Fig.8). These spectra clearly demonstrated that the amide II1 
absorption was responsible for the changes observed in the 
broad band. Although there was some contribution to the inten­
sity of this band from ^ H0X> *^ 450 cm”*^ , this never posed a 
serious problem in the interpretation because of the low 
intensity of S gqd as checked by running a spectrum of 8M LiBr 
in DgO (Fig.6). It was also found that the amide II5 had under­
gone a nearly two to three-fold increase in intensity. The band 
shifts induced at higher temperatures (up to 140?C) are listed 
in detail in the table 2b ; a cursory study of these tempera­
ture data suggests that the raising of the temperature is effect­
ively equivalent to an increase in LiBr concentration.
5.2 M R  RESULTS;
Fig 12(a) illustrates a high resolution proton M R  
(100 MHz) spectrum of the SPG/HgO system at The spectrum consists
of four major absorptions arising from the amide proton, the
two side-chain methylene protons and the solvent water protons.,
The backbone methyne proton signal was masked by the water signal
and could not be observed. The amide proton signal appeared at
S  - 80447 ppm w,r,t« TSS signals used as the internal reference•
¥0 splitting of this signal due to a spin-spin coupling with the
- CH proton or due to a coupling with nitrogen quadrupole was
discernible o The signal half width was about 20Hzo The upper
limit of the residence time, X  , for the proton was worked
113out from the equation
X  = - ^ e 20) a 10+3 sec “1
The side-chain - % CH^ (i.e0 nearest to COO” group) was a doublet
split by spin-spin coupling with the protons 0 "This signal
absorbedatS =1.98 ppm w0r0t6 TSS0 The signal appeared to
be essentially a doublet but a multiplet pattern was just'discern­
ible 0 This complex splitting pattern arose from coupling with 
the o(-CH and CH^ proton spins. This absorption was
observed at S = 2.2 ppm w.r.t. TSS* These two methylene signals 
could be compared to systems? these contain two
different pairs of magnetically equivalent nuclei, separated 
from each other by a chemical shift of the same order of mag­
nitude as the spin-spin coupling constant.
a e  proton resonance spectrum of the S T C ^ O  system consisted 
of four absorption peaks (Fig. 12b); two of these arose from the 
methylene protons, one from the residual water-protons and a 
symmetrical triplet from the o^ -CH proton. The 0( -CH signal was
split by coupling with the protons and probably by the
113 Cnitrogen quadrupole , This resonance was observed at O =4*35
ppm w.rete TSS. No amide proton signal was observed, confirming
that complete exchange had taken place.
With the introduction of LiBr, up to 8 molal, the amide 
proton signal showed an upfield shift suggesting an increase in 
the shielding of this proton. No significant change in line- 
width or profile was observed. The methylene signals did not 
move at all, but the fine structure gradually disappeared as the 
LiBr concentration was increased (re. Fig.l^ )° This phenomenon 
was found to be reproducible by examining three sets of solutions 
containing increasing LiBr concentrations oh different 100 MHz 
instruments.
The amide proton signal, however, showed considerable tem­
perature dependence. As the temperature was raised from 0°C to 
80°C, the line broadened and finally disappeared around r(0OC. 
There was also some upfield shift of this signal concomitant 
with broadening (Fig.13.). This upfield shift did not suggest 
a significant increase in the exchange rate; the broadening 
thus could be attributed to some kind of dipolar or quadrupolar 
interactions. However, these are mere speculations as no 
experimental evidence such as heteronuclear decoupling at 
frequency or integration with very long time base, could be 
obtained due to lack of these facilities.
Another interesting but so far uninterpretable aspect of 
the amide proton signal is its peculiar behaviour w.r.t. bhange 
in pH. It was found that at high pH ( > 10), the signal dis­
appeared suddenly. This disappearance was found to be over 
an extremely small pH range ( %  0.2 pH unit). Dr. E.M. Bradbury
(private communication) suggests that this is a base catalysed 
process which increases the exchange rate of the amide proton, 
NHRdata are listed in Table 3*
3.3 INFRA-RED RESULTS WITH OTHER NEUTRAL SALTS:
Addition of 8M solutions of NaBr, NaCl, KC1, and CsCl to 
the SPG-D^O system did not bring about any change in either 
spectral profile or position. 8M LiCl shifted the carboxylate 
frequencies in much the same way as LiBr but did not affect the 
amide I® and II1 vibrations. 2M Li£S0^ had no visible effect on 
the SPQ/D^O spectrum and the use of higher concentrations was not 
possible because of the limited solubility of this salt. Effects 
of 8M LiF could not be observed owing to its limited solubility 
(0.27 gms in 100 gms of H^O). However, the spectrum shown in 
Fig. 11a is that of SPG in saturated LiF solution.
KCNS appears to enhance the solubility of the polymer and even 
at 20M salt concentration no precipitation took place. This salt 
did not alter the spectral features of the polymer in any way.
The effects of LiCNS were very difficult to determine since 
thte salt could not be obtained in a sufficiently anhydrous 
state in spite of extensive efforts to remove water. Since 
the amide I' absorption was less affected by the presence of 
traces of water than the amide II', it was studied as a function of 
LiCNS concentration (water content was found to be 17.4$ by Karl- 
Fischer analysis). Amide I8 and ^Qoo“(as) -^M LiCNS showed 
shifts similar to those in 8M LiBr, but no splitting of the 
amide I8 was observed. These spectra are shown in Fig. lib.
DISCUSSION
The degree of interaction between neutral salts and the
r
sodium salt of poly-L-g'lutamic acid is quite variable and depends 
very markedly on the ionic species involved. In an attempt to 
elucidate the detailed mechanism of this type of reaction, 
specifically that with LiBr, several other neutral salts were 
examined qualitatively for their effects in modifying the spectral 
characteristics of the polypeptide. The first part of the 
discussion below deals in a general qualitative way with the 
changes effected by various electrolytes (whenever possible at 
equimolar concentration) on the spectrum of the macromolecule. -
Marked differences in the spectral features were observed 
when the anion was varied keeping the Li ion ^constant.
The order of anion effect was found to be Br > Cl“ > SCN~^
(Fig. 11a). The effect of Lil could not be 
determined with any degree of accuracy because sufficiently
anhydrous Lil could not be obtained, but according to existing
52 75 75 -
evidence in the literature * * the I ion should be the
most effective of the halide series. This may be correlated
with its structure breaking ability in water (see later).
The observed spectral changes seemed’ to be also cation 
dependent in so far as the alkali metal and alkali earth cations 
were concerned, but to a much lesser degree than in the case 
of the anions. The order of cation effectiveness was found to 
be Li^>> Na+ .^ K*. The Ca++ and Mg++ salts could not be used
over the concentration range typical of the other salts because 
the polymer came out of solution at very small concentrations.
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This has also been reported by Ciferri et al.
The solubility of SPG in the salt solutions studied was
dependent largely on the salt concentrations» SPG was insoluble
in a LiBr concentration greater than 9M* and in less than 2M. MgCl^
solution., It was virtually insoluble in CaBr^ ^«05M)'. Even at these
limiting salt concentrations vigorous shaking and gentle heating was
necessary to dissolve the macromolecule• On the other hand,
the thiocyanate salts enhanced the solubility; in 20M KCFS
and 16M LiSCN solutions the polymer dissolved without any
62difficulty0 Jencks et al„ have pointed out that any member
of the Hoffmeister or lyotropic series of salts that enhanced
solubility of the biopolymers, caused denaturation and vice
67versa0 Ciferri et al0 have confirmed this and explained the 
term "salting-in” or enhanced solubility phenomenon as a process 
which led to decreased denaturation temperature, and often to 
increased intrinsic viscosity„ Baddiel, Breuer and Dorian 
showed that under identical conditions, a marked decrease in 
the intrinsic viscosity of SPG in H^O took place as LiBr 
concentration was raised8 Their calculations revealed a 2056 
decrease in the end-to-end distance of the randomly coiled SPG 
at or above 8M LiBr, which indicates a considerable shrinkage 
of the polymer molecule a They also reported that SPG came out 
of solution at higher salt concentrations. Thus, it is difficult 
to say whether SPG was "denatured" by LiBr since the two 
denaturation criteria were found to be in opposition to each 
other i0e0 precipitation and decreased intrinsic viscosity taking
67
place at the same time0 Ciferri also pointed out that,
though certain neutral salts increased the solubility of some 
isoelectric proteins, the same salts at low concentrations 1.0M) 
caused simple poly-electrolytes to precipitate by ion-binding, 
i.e. by the charge neutralisation phenomenon. If SPG was 
considered as a simple polyelectrolyte in the random coil form 
then this precipitation behaviour should be evident at much lower 
salt concentration than has been observed. Thus there is no 
experimental basis to treat SPG as a simple poly-electrolyte, since 
in the present investigation, where 0.33 molar residue concentration 
was used, LiBr concentration less than 0.5M would have been 
sufficient to throw this macromolecule out of solution by ion- 
binding. Thus it can be concluded,.qualitatively, that the 
SPG-LiBr reaction is not a simple charge neutralisation process.
4.1* ANALYSIS OF INFRA-RED BATA
a) Effects of LiBr on the side chain vibrations:
This is primarily concerned with the carboxylate stretching 
modes since no shift or profilar changes were observed in the 
hydrocarbon ( ofcCH, - deformation vibrations (the
stretching frequencies were masked partially by As
the pH of the system at all salt concentrations was kept higher 
than 8.0, the carboxyl groups in aqueous medium were considered 
to be totally ionised, (this was confirmed by the absence of any 
absorption bands due to undissociated carboxylate groups in the 
higher frequency range 1600 - 1800 cm”1, and by the appearance 
of the two absorptions due to asymmetric and symmetric stretching 
modes of COO*” at 1564 cnf1 and 1406 cm"”'1' respectively11 "^”11 .^
It was found that on increasing the LiBr concentration both 
these bands shifted to higher frequencies (Table 2c and
Pigs. 7 and 8)j no further movements of these absorptions were
observed at LiBr concentrations ^ 8M; this seems to suggest
that an equilibrium situation has been reached. In the case of
107alkali-stearates, Ellis and I^ yszora noticed an increase of
25 cm"1 in - (as) when Ha+ was replaced by Li+. This
increase in frequency was attributed to the enhancement of the
covalent nature of the Li to COO bonding. The phenomenon
of counterion exchange, specifically that of Li exchanging
preferentially with other alkali-metal ions, is well known in
X17 118the field of cation-exchange resins ’ J also the dissociation
constants for Li-salts are, in general, lower than those of 
117Fa-salts . These facts lend further support to the suggestion
-j- »
of enhanced covalency in the nature of the Li to COO bonding.
The normal structure associated with Li-acetate and similar 
carboxylate salts of alkali metals is illustrated below:
109, 120
Such a structural moeity would give rise to an increase in 
^ O o “(as) a &ecrease as kond became
stronger. However, a structural entity of this nature together 
with the phenomenon of counterion exchange cannot account for 
both the continuous increase and the movement of the stretching 
frequencies associated with COCT groups in SPG. Hence, initially, 
to isolate the contribution to the total frequency shift due 
to change in the counterion from that of excess Li.Br in the close 
proximity of the carboxylate groups, the Li-salt of PGA,(LiPG),
was prepared. A spectrum of LiPG in D^O showed an increase in
^Ocf(as) 2 cnT^ and a corresponding decrease of 1 cm 1 in
Vcoo~(s). Hence, the extra 9 cm"”^  increase in ^Qoo” a^s^
also its mode of'shift, Fig, 15, to higher frequencies as a function of
LiBr concentration must be attributed to the rearrangement of
electrons in the carboxylate group brought about by the presence
of large amounts of Li and Br ions in this three-component
system. Thus, none of the more conventional structural entities
and ideas usually associated with carboxylic acid salts can be
satisfactorily applied to the present system. Baddiel, George 
109and Cavendish also observed the same trend in their work on 
di-carboxylic acid salts (e.g. malonate etc.) /LiBr/DgO systems.
It is believed that such a trend in the carboxylate stretching 
vibrations i.e. shifts in the same direction could be accounted 
for by a structure shown below where the metal ion is positioned 
symmetrically w.r.t. the oxygen atoms belonging to the same 
carboxylate group.
This type of bidentate structure has been reported for Znfac^.^^O
120* 105 by Talbot , from x-ray crystallographic evidence. Nakamoto
suggests that this type of structure may also be found in some
anhydrous salts such as Cr (ac)^ and Mn (ac)^.
However, before proposing a reaction scheme, it is felt that
it would be of advantage to discuss briefly the hydration properties
j. _ _
of the three ions concerned, Li , Br and COO . If this ion,
+
i.e. Li , were to react with the carboxylate in a similar fashion
to Zn, Cr, Mh, etc., one way would be through its hydration sphere•
An extensive survey of the solvation for lsl electrolytes in aqueous
solutions revealed a mean hydration number for Li+ of 4*3 moles
of HgO/mole of Li+ ion and that for Br“ of 2 moles of H^O/mole of 
126-142Br ion 0 Similarly there is some evidence for the solvatipn
of the ionised carboxyl group and this number is found to vary 
from 2 to 4 moles of HgO/mole of COCT group, depending largely on 
the availability of water molecules in the system 128 ’ 0
It has been established in a qualitative way that three concentric 
regions surround an ion in waters
a) An inner-most structure forming a region of highly 
polarised, immobilized and electro-stricted water 
molecules, known as the ''A0 region ^2^ or "positive” 
hydration” ^43^
b) An intermediate structure-broken region in water
in which the water is less ice-like i.e. more random
in organisation than ordinary water, known as the 5B 5
79 125region or Negative® hydration 9 *
c) An outer region containing water with the normal
water structure. (For further clarification see
the appendix and references ^4^)0
125In a recent paper Erlander reaffirmed the existence of these 
hydration regions; his conclusions were assisted by the work of
14 4^ +
Kaminsky and others . Kaminsky has shown that Li shares the
2+ 24-
properties common to divalent cations e.g. Be , Mg , ... as
opposed to the rest of the group 1A metals, i.e. Li has both A
4* 4* 4-
and B hydration regions whereas Ha , K , Cs have either an A or a B 
region only. He also observed that the water molecules in the
A-region were temperature independent. Bromide ion, according 
125to Erlander , has only a negative hydration. Thus, a possible
interpretation of the present data (considering the hydration
+  —  —  \properties of the three ions i.e. Li , Br and COO ), could be
based on the bidentate structure which was discussed earlier, Tfte
following reaction scheme is therefore proposed:
Initially, as LiBr is introduced into the SPG/DgO system,
4* 4*the dissociated Ha ion from SPG- is gradually replaced by Li .
This step is probable if one takes into account the large ratio
4* + / + + \of Li to Ha (even at 1M LiBr level, Li :Ha ::3:1)*
✓  4* —At concentrations ^4M, both Li and Br ions exist most
likely as discrete and fully hydrated species, including a ®B®
region for Li+. So, these fully hydrated Li+ ions initially
interact with both the hydrated carboxylate oxygens via hydrogen
bonding and/or ion dipolar forces, made possibly by the water
4* —molecules in the hydration shells of both Li and COO ions.
As the amount of LiBr is gradually raised, the number of
free water molecules available to satisfy the full hydration
requirements of the Li ion; becomes progressively smaller. A
simple calculation shows that at ca. 4M LiBr, the hydration of
Li+ approaches its minimum value of 4> i°e. it retains only its
'A 1 region of water (this calculation assumes that a considerable
amount of water is associated with the polymer through both
124hydrophilic and hydrophobic hydration , which will be discussed
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in detail in the next section). Moreover, Erlander and Tobin 
have shown that 4»3 moles of hydrated LiBr occupied a volume of 
1 litre; this calculation was based on the values of hydrated 
radii of both the ions as given by nightengale"^ # kas -been
145
calculated in this laboratory, based on Erlander and Tobin’s J 
data?that 11.4 moles of I^O are associated with each mole of Li 
and Br" ions in a 4»3M solution. This suggests that when the 
system composition is 0.33M SPG/4M LiBr/D^O, there are few if 
any "free” water molecules available even to form the loosely 
bound negative hydration for Li+ (ll.4 x 4®3 moles of H^O for 
LiBr + 0.53 x 25 moles of HgO for SPG££ 53 moles). Experimental 
evidence seems to corroborate this simple assumption to a large
extent; very little spectral shift was observed at LiBr
t / O '\
concentration < 4M, amide I showed no sign of movement (at 42 C) 
and the shifts in the carboxylate stretching frequencies were 
small compared with those at LiBr concentration just exceeding 
4 to 5M. (HMR data also confirm this observation). The data
indicate tha-t at a salt concentration > 4M, not only is the 
side-chain affected but that the peptide-linkage is beginning to 
be involved. All these facts point strongly towards the importance 
of the water molecule and the water structure in this particular 
problem.
Prom Pig. 15 it is quite apparent that the shift in the
asymmetric carboxylate stretching vibration begins to accelerate
at salt concentrations >4° 5M* It is thus concluded that at
4.
these salt concentrations, the Li ion competes with SPG for the
p o  I f l i p ' s  . p 0  U)■{?-t"
available water molecules. Since the polnrizabil i t.y-of the Li+ ion 
is extremely high, it is more than likely that a gradual; removal 
of the water associated with the polymer ensues. When all the 
absorption frequencies connected with SPG residue attain steady 
values i.e. ca. ^ 8M LiBr, it becomes extremely difficult to 
ascertain whether the water in the A-region of Li which was
found by Kaminsky'*'^ to be unaffected by temperature, remains
intact • This struggle to retain the water molecules in the
positive hydration sphere of Li+ would largely depend upon the
relative effectiveness of SPG to hold on to its own hydration
106sheatho The viscosity data of Baddiel, Breuer and Dorian 
throve some light on this issue; since they found that the
end-to-end distance of SPG contracted by ca. 20$ in 8M LiBr
+  — solution, it can be concluded that Li and possibly Br withdraw
a large part of the water held by the SPG. However, this
explanation still does not resolve the problem of the stability
of the HgO molecules in the A-shell of Li+. The final stages
of the reaction may take two paths; both conform to the data
but it is impossible to say with any degree of certainty which
of the two is representative of the correct scheme. Diagram-
atically the whole reaction mechanism is described below:
B-region of hydration
COO Li
STAGE I
STAGE II
Li
COO
STAGE IIIA
Li
COO
STAGE IIIB
In stage III (a), the Li+ ion has lost two of its hydrating water
molecules from its A-region and they are being replaced by the
oxygens belonging to the same carboxylate group. This postulate
71seems quite feasible as Jacobson' has pointed out in connection 
with the binding of Mg ion to the ionised carboxyl group of SPG, 
that, "In the extended chain configuration there is no hindrance
to binding by micro-dielectric effects and the stripping of this 
water of hydration of the magnesium ion and the replacement of 
this water by the carboxyl group or groups chould not be 
energetically unfavoured by the dielectric constant consideration”.
On the other hand stage III (b) represents the situation 
where the positive hydration sphere of Li remains intact and the 
two oxygens of the COO” group are linked with the hydrated LI+ 
ion through hydrogen bonding or ion-dipolar interaction.
In the final stages, when no further shift in the carboxylate 
stretching vibrations was observed, it is believed that the 
partially or fully hydrated (i.e. A-shell only) Li+ ion had 
reached the critical separation between itself and the COO” ion 
and any further enhancement of the reaction was electrostatically 
not feasible.
It is, however, worth noting that in both cases, the Li 
ion is positioned symmetrically w.r.t. the two oxygen atoms and 
the system thereby contains the most essential feature of the 
structure postulated earlier.
Finally, this type of reaction can be termed as the 'ionic- 
atmosphere binding1 (as opposed to fsite binding’) where the 
hydration shells of the participating species are left very 
nearly intact, and is concordant with a decrease in the volume 
of the polymer^ L
It is evident from Figs. 11a and 11b that only the Li salts
in the alkali-metal -halide series have any effect on the SPG
residue. Equimolar solutions of NaBr, CsCl and KF made no
35impression on the spectra of SPG although Appel and Yang 
reported that 6M KF is effective in reducing the intrinsic
viscosity of SPG. This can he explained satisfactorily by
the theory of hydration of electrolytes as developed by 
125Erlander and which has been used so far successfully
to explain the data obtained with concentrated LiBr solutions.
Erlander pointed out that ions having only the ’A 5 region
cannot appreciably influence the structure of water, a
79conclusion very similar to that of Frank and Wen . This 
conclusion of Erlander has been amply borne out by several 
independent studies'*’^  146*150^ structural entropy
value obtained by Frank and Evanssuggests that the Na+ ion 
exists in aqueous solution as a strongly hydrated species but 
its hydration does not extend beyond the A-regionJthus it
152behaves likes an inert molecule. The results of Samoilov ,
1 a ;a yn
Kaminsky , and Frank and Wen show that monovalent cations
+ + + +like K , Cs , Rb , having a charge density less than that of Na
ion, have only one monovalent hydration shell which is negatively
hydrated i.e. all these ions (K+, Cs+, Rb+) have only the ’B 1
region. In the same way, ions like Cl”, Br”, I”, SCN” also
125have only the B region . Thus NaBr, KC1, CsCl, KC1TS will not 
have any effect on the solvent-pofymer interaction and hence will 
not affect the carboxylate groups in the side chains, but will 
enhance the solubility of SPG.
b) Effects on the in°»plane peptide (-C0ED-) vibrations:
This section is concerned mainly with the amide I1 and II* 
absorptions and their behaviour as a function of LiBr concentration. 
It is felt necessary, before going into an analysis of the data,
to rectify a major misconception regarding the origin of the strong
94 —1amide I’ band. Miyazawa ^ assigned this absorption at ca. 1646 cm
to intramolecular intrapeptide D-bonded carbonyl stretching mode 
as in C=0 coo D-N, However, in a predominantly aqueous medium 
this type of bonding is thermodynamically unstable as has been 
pointed out by several investigations in this particular 
field®®* •i-21“123o Heinc'e, it is proposed that this absorption 
at 1646 cnT^ is due predominantly to the solvated carbonyl 
stretching mode.
In order to offer a satisfactory explanation of the infra-red 
data so far obtained, two major schemes can be followed separately 
or simultaneouslyo Both schemes have been used previously by 
other workers for systems similar to the present one.
I. Direct binding of the ions i.e. either Li+ or Br“ or both 
to specific sites on the peptide linkages,
II, A perturbation of the solvent structure by the introduction 
of these third components, thereby modifying the solvent-polymer 
interaction.
Both schemes have their supporters and detractors. The 
present approach is to test each hypothesis in the light of the 
available data and determine the best way to apply them, 
individually or jointly, to attain the most plausible explanation.
I. In section 4°la, binding of Li+ to the side chain 
carboxylate group has been discussed extensively. It was found 
that this alone would not suffice to explain all the results.
In the section l,2(i), it was pointed out that a specific 
binding to any of the available sites on the peptide backbone 
would perturb the vibrations connected with it, i.e, the amide I® 
and II* absorptions would reflect the degree of perturbation. In 
simple amides like the N-methyl-acetamide/LiClO^ systems, a shift
of 50 cm"^ to lower frequencies has been reported by Bull and
c o w o r k e r s T h e s e  authors and others 48-*52 on sim„
ilar systems have interpreted this phenomenon as a binding
of the cation to the peptide carbonyl and the anion to the amide
proton. In the present system a shift of 12 cnT'*' to higher
frequencies was observed for the amide I* band with a corresponding
shift of ca« 7 cm”"*" to lower frequencies for the amide II* band.
These shifts were accompanied by a gradual broadening of amide I*
band with finally the appearance of a shoulder on the lower
frequency side at LiBr concentration ^  8M. Simultaneously,
a gradual increase of the amide II5 band intensity was noted.
These experimental observations suggest a very weak interaction,
Of all the group IA metal«=halides used the lithium ion had the
most pronounced effect. Changing the accompanying anion did not
appear to perturb the system to any significant extent. This
67
observation agreed with that of Ciferri et al. who found that 
the anionic polyelectrolyte, like SPG, was relatively unaffected 
by a change in the anion of the neutral salts used in the 
experiments.
Present spectroscopic data is contrary to what has been 
observed with simple amide/alkali-halide systems. The results,
as described above, point towards a weak interaction between the 
cation and the peptide nitrogen. The effect of a ligand at the 
nitrogen would be to increase the amide I5 frequency and decrease 
the amide IT1 frequency. Itirthermore, the increase in the'amide II* 
(i.e. intensity suggests that this vibration has been
perturbed by the presence of LiBr. If this scheme; were representative 
of the situation, i.e. one Li is non-covalently attached to each
peptide nitrogen, then the following reaction can be proposed after
63the manner of Franzen et al„ »
On the basis of the above scheme, various stages of the reaction 
may be written as:-
«L an
LiBr Li + Br ....... step 1.
+ +
R *4" Ll ^ Re III • e e e e » « Step 2s
R.Li+ + Br"^* (R.Ll^Br” ••••••• step 3°
where R represents a residue of SPG.
If, now, one considers that the reaction obeys the law of 
mass action, then
SPG + nLiBr ^  SPG. (LiBr)n
n being the number of LiBr associated with each residue, R.
Therefore the equilibrium constant of the reaction is given
by:
= [complexed rJ / [uncomplexed R^ lj^ LiBr]] n
To determine and n, the spectral parameter used is the shift in 
amide I1 since this could be more accurately monitored than the 
amide II1. If it is assumed that the shift in amide I1 at any 
salt molarity is directly proportional to the extent of the formation 
of the "complex", then a factor, 0( , can be defined in such a way 
that it would represent the fraction of the complex formed, i.e.
^  _ observed amide I1 - initial amide 1'^ A ^ eQ(obs)
final amide I' - initial amide I* total)
A
N:Li .Br"
This assumption holds only if the reaction is "co-operative" i.e. 
the reaction involves only two stages, initial and final, and 
there is no intermediate state.
. •. Kj = . 1
LiBr31
or log10 K± * log1Q (<* /l-tx) -nlog^0 [ LiBrj
Thus, if iog10 ( <*/l-o() is plotted against log1Q [LiBr] a straight
line should be obtained, the slope of which would give n,
and the intercept, on the log^Q LiBr axis, the value of K^„ The
number of Li ions, n, was determined from Fig. 17a0 The result was
not satisfactory, although all the points in the graph in Fig. 17a
fitted onto a straight line. The value of n obtained was 6.3?
which was much larger than the initially postulated value for n
of 1 (or 2 if the carboxylate group is taken into account) for a
direct interaction. However, the fact that the curve in Fig. 17
is sigmoidal in shape, characteristic of a transition from one
75conformation to another 5 indicates the possibility of another 
conformational change taking place. In the present case the "trans­
ition" region was spread over rather a large range of LiBr concen­
trations (4 to 8M) which enables one to assume this to be a non
151co-operative transition « There may be intermediate stages, and 
hence relation (l) is rendered meaningless. This approach would have been 
more effective if the amide' T1 absorption Specifically due to the complex,
could have been isolated from the broad amide I9. It was
mentioned in section 3«1 and also shown in Table 2a that the
bandwidth of the amide I” was a function of LiBr concentration..
This broadening and the final appearance of a shoulder at LiBr
concentration ^8M point strongly towards the existence of
more than one type of carbonyl absorption in that region.,
Curve separation and isobest±b techniques were tried, without
any success, to separate the various carbonyl species. Although
this attempt to establish a direct interaction with a specific
site on the polypeptide backbone, was not successful, the possibility
of such an interaction or even an interaction involving more than
one residue cannot be ruled out on experimental grounds 0 Apart
from the infra-red evidence, the NMR data which will be discussed
in the following sub-section also points towards the possibility
of a direct but complex interaction..
Although the treatment of the data, so far, has not explained
the exact nature of the reaction, it has definitely helped tb clear
up certain conclusions reached by other investigators in this area.
To explain the reversible contraction of o(*keratin fibres in
23
strong aqueous LiB:g solution, Mandelkem had invoked a free
it
rotation about bond. This implied the removal of the
H
partial double bond character of the peptide C-N bond and thus 
allowing a free rotation. If this was correct, it would have 
involved a shift of 200 - 300 cm”^ to the lower frequencies for 
the amide II9 (because ® ie Present data
rules this out.
II. As it was not possible to establish a specific interaction 
or, more precisely, a unique reaction mechanism, it was felt
necessary to consider whether the data could be interpreted in 
terms of solvent-polymer interaction and its subsequent modification 
by neutral salts. Since several denaturants bring about a 
similar transition in proteins and polypeptides and also since 
these denaturants are diverse in character, it is believed that 
the action of these additivies could be to modify the polymer- 
solvent association in such a way that a transitional change of 
some sort becomes inevitable. To test this hypothesis several 
1:1 and 2:1 electrolytes were reacted with SPG. Of the alkalf-metal 
halide series of salts, 8M LiBr was found to have the most pro­
nounced effect, followed by 8M LiCl. Similar concentrations 
of NaBr, KF, KCNS, LiCHS, CsCl had virtually no effect on SPG.
The polymer was found to be insoluble in CaBr^ and its solubility 
in MgClg solution was limited to salt concentrations of < 2M.
Figures 11a and lib illustrate the spectra of 5i° SPG/D^0 system 
containing different neutral salts at equimolar concentrations, 
solubility permitting. The only outstanding feature of these 
data that can be readily recognised is the relative importance 
of the Li ion compared to the rest of the members of the group 
1A series. Even a change in the accompanying anion makes very 
little difference (with the exception of SCF”). The only common 
factor is the variation in the activity of these aqueous 
electrolyte solutions. Fig. 16 illustrates a graph of molal 
activity of the electrolyte against concentration for a number of
neutral salts. Bata for this has been obtained from Robinson 
152and Stokes . It is quite apparent from Fig. 16, that if the
change in activity of the electrolyte or the corresponding activity
152of the water as calculated by using the Gibbs-Buhem eqn. is
responsible for the observations, then the order of salt effective­
ness should be
CaBr2 >MgCl2>LiBr >LiCl>NaBr>LiOAC> KF>KCNS >CsCl >Li2SC>4,
(not allowing for the solubility factors). With the exception
of the first two salts, the spectral changes in SPG- follow
remarkably the series of salt effectiveness given above. The
71salting out effect of MgCl2 has been explained by Jacobson 
72
and Kono et al. in terms of the binding of the divalent cation
Mg’*4’ to the ^-carboxylate groups, which results in the charge
neutralisation on the polymer and thus the precipitation. In
the CaBr2 solution neutralisation of the charge on the polymer is
precluded because an analysis of the precipitate revealed very
little Ca associated with SPG. The reason for the ve;ry low
solubility of SPG in this salt solution is not fully understood
but it may due to the suppression of the ionisation of the sodium
ion from the polyelectrolyte and hence precipitation atextremely
low salt concentration. These data also fit very nicely into the
153classification of electrolytes by Moriyama  ^ who has shown that 
these electrolytes can be divided into three categories
a) those whose activity coefficient, 'Jf , in water passes
“r
through X + mi]Q. and exceeds *$-+ at higher salt 
concentrations; salts in this class are Lil, LiBr,
LiCl, Nal etc (1:1 type) and MgClg, CaBr2 etc. (1:2 type),
b) those whose 'jff- passes through min- but does not
exceed . salts in this group are NaBr, NaCl, KF,
CsCl etc. (l:l type) and LigSO^ (2:1 type),
and c) finally those that have no ^  : salts in this+ m m
category are CsBr, KCNS (lsl type) and K^SO^, CsSO^ (2:1 type).
■I cx
According to Moriyama the group (a) salts usually have cations 
with very small radii and thereby hydrate readily, but the anions 
are large; generally these electrolytes dissociate completely and 
do not form ion pairs, and hence have large effects on hydrationo 
Group (c) salts generally consist of very large cations, whose 
crystallographic radii are not small enough to allow them to 
hydrate easily, and polyatomic anions; generally'these salts form 
ion-pairs in solution*. Group (b) salts fall in between these 
two in characteristicso
It is therefore suggested that only those salts that belong 
to group (a) would have any appreciable effect on SPG, since the 
other salts do not cause a marked drop in the activity of water 
to an extent where it would disturb the equilibrium between the 
polymer and water. Also, these salts differ significantly in 
their behaviour in aqueous solutions, as has been pointed out by 
Moriyama0 Experimental results illustrated in Figs0 11a and lib 
amply bear out this hypothesis0 Thus, a possible prediction based 
on this approach would be that any neutral salt which affects the 
polypeptide does so by lowering the activity of the solvent water 
significantly0 Thus even with LiBr, hardly any marked changes inn 
the spectral features are observed until the concentration exceeds 
4M (where the activity of water begins to fall very rapidly)„ It 
is rather unfortunate that a large number of other salts listed by 
Moriyama in this category (a) could not be tested against this 
hypothesis because they were either transition metal salts which 
readily formed complexes with proteins and polypeptides or had 
restricted solubilities in which their activity coefficient barely 
exceeded unity,, The only other confirmatory evidence is that
in 9 molal LiBr and 11 molal LiCl, the activity of water is very 
nearly the same and the spectra of SPC/B^O system containing 
these two salts at the concentrations stated above are identical» 
This piece of confirmatory evidence, together with observations
rjc rjf
already stated, contradicts the views of von Hippel and Wong
62and Robinson and Jencks , They found the change in activity of
water plays no major role in the denaturing process of collagen and
RKAo The former based their conclusion on the fact that urea and
KCRS were much more potent denaturants of collagen and RNA than
LiBr, However, these facts, although well founded, do not prevent
one from reaching the conclusions above, since as far as SPG and PGA
are concerned, KCNS has made no marked changes in the SPG spectrum,
and urea at 8M concentration sustained the PGA helix, So it is
clear that the mode of action of these two reagents depends on the
nature and the properties of the macromolecule concerned. This
should be borne in mind before any correlation is attempted.
The present data can also be partially interpreted in terms
of the structure of water, and the modification made to it by the
presence of a charged polymeric material together with a large
quantity of strong electrolyte. This view stems from the
experimental evidence that by raising the temperature of the
SPG/D^O system in the absence of any salt, spectral band shifts
can be induced which resemble to some extent those. observed with
LiBr (Fig, 2), This lends support to the importance of the
solvent and the part played by it in the interaction under
investigation. For this purpose, the theory of the structure of
79 14-9water developed by Prank et al, * with subsequent modification
154- 149by Erlander will be used. Prank and Evans concluded that,.
’’the nature of deviations found for non-polar solutes in water, 
together with the large effect of temperature upon them, leads 
to the idea that the water forms frozen patches or microscopic 
icebergs around such solute molecules, Such icebergs are 
apparently formed also about the non-polar parts of the molecules ' 
Polar substances dissolved in water inhere are
O B M H o n u
various items of experimental evidence to support this inter-
/ 9 7 Q
pretation (see references 16, 19, 20, 21 of •Frank and Wens paper . 
156Claussen has shown that the number of water molecules associated 
with the ftclathrates" around gases like CH^, C^Hg, C^Hg, C^H^Cl etc,
are 7°18, 8°25, 17®95, 16,0 respectively, Assarsson et al,^-^
have found that for disubstituted amides, the carbonyl, the amide
nitrogen, and the non-polar hydrocarbon groups are 'all"solvated in
154aqueous solutions, Erlander5s recent contribution on the
structure of water is conceptually very much the same as that of 
79 149Frank et al, * but he disagrees on the existence of ’’clathrates” 
or "cage-like” structures around hydro-carbon molecules, an idea 
which was proposed by Nemethy and Scheraga ^8, ^ 9  from a statist­
ical thermodynamic treatment of water structure, Erlander
favours clusters around these non-polar molecules^as originally 
149proposed by Frank , Other minor deviations from Frank’s theory 
will be discussed in the Appendix, For the present purpose,
solvation of non-polar groups in aqueous solution is all that is 
needed. Consider an isolated SPG residue in aqueous environments? 
the number of water molecules linked with it can be roughly worked 
out in the following way:-
Possible
GROUP No. of H^O molecules references
Peptide carbonyl 2 141
Amide proton 1 141
Amide nitrogen 1 141
Side chain -COO*" 4 128, I4O-I42
” 1 -o(ch-ch2-ch2- 17 156
TOTAL 25
The total amount of water bound to each individual polymer 
molecule may be higher than that which has been worked out on an 
elementary basis for each residue, due to the co-operative effect^ 
suggested by Ikegami l6°, which gives rise to two types of hydra­
tion regions associated with poly-electrolytes * The first, 
an "intrinsic1' hydration region where water molecules are 
orientated to individual charged groups and the second, where water
molecules are rearranged by the co-operative action of two or more
o
charged groups provided the charged groups are JA apart. Support 
for a similar solvation of polypeptides comes from the investigations 
of Tanford and Whitney Pranks also has put forward
the concept of "hydrophobic hydration", a term by which he explains 
the solvation of the non-polar groups like alkyl groups of long 
chain alcohols in aqueous solution. This appears to be more or 
less an extension of the concept of the structure of gas-hydrates 
to the liquid state. It has already been shown in section 
4.1a that 11.4 moles of water are associated with each mole 
of LiBr. On the basis of these two figures (i.e. 11.4 moles 
of HgO/mole of LiBr and 2^ moles of E^O/ residue mole of SPG at 
LiBr concentrations ^ 4^)"there would be very few 'free1 water
molecules in the system. (ll*4 moles of water/mole of LiBr x
4 + 2 5  moles of H^O/ residue mole of SPG x 0.33M = 53.85 moles of
water i.e. roughly about 1 mole of free water left at 4^ LiBr).
Any further increase in LiBr concentration would mean a re-organ-
+ _
isation of water molecules around SPG, Li and Br . The side- 
chain carboxylate vibrations have already been discussed, and the 
movements of the amide I* and II1 can be initially interpreted in
terms of the gradual breakdown of the second hydration sheath of
the polymer at an LiBf concentration of 4 - 5 molar. The 
steep rate of increase in the amide I* frequency and the accompany­
ing profiler changes that occurred in the concentration range 5 - 8  
molar could be interpreted in terms of the attack by LiBr on the 
intrinsic hydration region of the polymer. Por 8M LiBr ci Wtgln 
frequency shoulder on amide I1 is bbserved, i.e. at I658 cm’"'*' 
believed to be due to solvated by DgOjbut the solvation
D-bonding strength has been considerably weakened. The shoulder 
at ca. I648 cm  ^can be attributed to the intra-peptide D-bonded 
^>c= as in C=0 .... D-N; this is made sterically feasible because 
of the weakened solvent-polymer interaction. The change in the 
rate of change of dipole moment and hence the intensity can be 
brought about either by rearranging the electronic configuration 
of the charged species involved or by a change in the magnitude of 
the normal co-ordinate representing the vibration. This can be 
achieved by progressive dehydration of the polymer by LiBr and
this would in turn reorganise the charge distribution in the 
0
resonating ^ group, The effect of complete dehydration
j
H
could not be observed because the polymer precipitated out above 
9M LiBr.
4.3 ANALYSIS OF NMR DATA
High resolution proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
has proved to be a useful adjunbt to infrared spectroscopy for 
investigating the behaviour of the proton containing groups.
In the infrared spectra df SPG’, the amide proton stretching' ’ 
mode was indistinguishable from the 0-H stretching mode, and 
the hydrocarbon absorptions were difficult to monitor because of 
their positions. However, these handicaps were overcome by using 
the NMR technique. Thus, by a combination of IR and NMR spectro­
scopy, all the groups in an SPG residue and the whole molecule 
itself in aqueous environment could be studied directly. The 
behaviour of these proton resonanaces in different environments, 
especially in the presence of LiBr9would reflect very fine 
interactions which could have gone otherwise unnoticed.
The details of NMR spectra of the systems SPG/HgO and SPG/B^O 
are given in the section 3»2 and are illustrated in Figs, 12(a) 
and 12(b), The behaviour of the signals observed as a function 
of LiBr and temperature are also described in some detail;, in that 
section, A brief recapitulation will be useful from the point 
of view of the analysis and finally, the discussion. The amide 
proton signal, (J- bandwidth ca 20 Hz) exhibited an upfield shift 
both as a function of LiBr and temperature. However, the chemical 
shift as a function of temperature only, i.e. without LiBr, was not 
of the same order of magnitude as that with LiBr only. A similar 
trend was also noticed in the behaviour of the amide I* frequency 
as a function of LiBr and temperature, Fig. 19 represents a graph of 
$ nh vs, molal LiBr concentration at 31°C (ambient temperature of the 
NMR spectrometer) 5 the best fit for the poipts was found to be a straight
linej, using a least square fit method0 An additional feature 
of this signal was its behaviour as a function of temperature,
(in the presence or absence of LiBrJj.it gradually broadened and 
finally disappeared around 70° to 80°Co The side-chain 
methylene signals ( jS-CHg and showed no perceptible
movement as a function of all experimental variables| however, a. 
gradual loss of fine structure or spin-spin splitting pattern was 
observed,, This last phenomenon was not an instrumental artifact 
and was verified by obtaining spectra of freshly prepared samples 
with three different 100 MHz spectrometers0 This behaviour is 
clearly demonstrated in Pig. 14o The methyne ( ofcCH) triplet (in 
the SPG^DgO system) moved downfield as the concentration of LiBr 
was raisedo Figo 18 illustrates a sigmoidal curve a result of4
plotting S qjj against molal LiBr concentration0 Ho broadening, 
but instead, some perceptible narrowing of this signal was noticed.
In the section that follows the NMR data will be rigorously 
analysed in a manner similar to that applied to the IR results, 
and whenever possible attempts will be made to support the conc­
lusions already reached.
a) Effect of LiBr on the side-chain proton resonances 
The analysis of the IR data in the corresponding subsection 
dealt mainly with the carboxylate vibrations and their movements 
w.r.t. LiBr. The conclusions reached weres
i) Strong but non-covalent interaction between the Li+ 
ion and the COCf* ion. 
and ii) the Li+ ion, partially or fully hydrated, interacted
with the COCT ion via H-bonding and/or ion dipolar
+forces; a symmetrical position of Li ion w.r.t. the 
two carboxylate oxygen atoms.
These conclusions were further substantiated by the. FMR 
data0 It is a well known fact that the chemical shift of any 
resonance line depends mainly upon the magnetic environments 
provided by the neighbouring groups; any perturbation in this 
neighbourhood would be reflected in the movement of the resonance 
peak9 or in the alteration of its line shape• The adjacent 
groups of the ft-CHg protons are the COCT and the groups«
In the ionised form,-as in the present case, the COCT ion exists 
in a resonating form, depicted schematically by the molecular 
diagram belows
C
I
In connection with the formation of the PGA helix, i0e0 when these
carboxylate anions are neutralised by proton binding to one of the
113 l6loxygens, Markley et al® and Bradbury et al® have independently
noticed a gradual downfield shift in the (*CH2, %  lines,
followed by marked broadening of the lines concemedo In the 
present work neither of these two phenomena was observed® Therefore, 
the only conclusion that can be reached in the light of the present 
evidence is that the resonance feature of the carboxylate anion 
has been left undisturbed® . With the infra red data pointing 
strongly towards an enhanced indirect interaction (non-covalent in 
character), there is now- very little doubt about the symmetrical 
positioning of the Li ion.Woroto the two carboxylate oxygens®
The positional stability of these two resonance lines in the 
presence of LiBr also suggests that there is very little inter­
ference with the solvation of the respective ions, but this
cannot be asserted with any degree of confidence, since there is
■L m
considerable doubt regarding the solvation of the Li and the COO 
ions® Two definite conclusions are thuss-
i) the Li+ ion is positioned symmetrically w0r0t. the 
carboxylate oxygens® 
and ii) the binding is of the "ionic atmosphere" rather than the 
"site" type147.
b) Effects of LiBr on the backbone ( - COMCH- OR -C0EDCH-) 
proton resonance signals:
There are two resonance signals arising from the backbone; 
the amide proton in the SPG/1120 systems giving rise to one and the 
non-labile methyne ( (X-.CH) proton, only observable in the 
SPG/DgO system, to the other® The data will be discussed in terms 
of:
i. direct binding to specific sites on the backbone peptide 
linkage:
In order to discuss this in the light of a direct binding of
either the Li+ or the Br~ ion on specific sites it is necessary to
elucidate the effect of such a phenomenon on the chemical shifts
of the resonance peaks directly or indirectly concerned® It has
been pointed out earlier that there are two available sites on
the peptide linkage, the amide nitrogen and the carbonyl oxygen.
The IR data preclude any possibility of binding taking place at
the carbonyl oxygen® Therefore, this brief prelude will be
mainly concerned with binding at the amide nitrogen and the
effect of such a binding on the resonances of the neighbouring
l62protons, such as the OC-CH. Kula et al, ■ carried out an 
extensive investigation on the metal°ethylenediamine ' tetra acetic
acid (EDTA) complexes® The metals involved were the alkali- 
metals, the alkaline-earth series of elements and others which 
are of very little interest to the present investigation® A 
diagrammatic sketch of the EDTA molecule is given belows
EDTA Tetra-anion
The proton resonance spectrum of this system consisted of
the two lines arising from the protons labelled JA 5 and CB I! o'.
There were two variables in this investigation, pH and the metal®
Changes in the chemical shifts of the ethylenic and methylenic
proton signals depended largely upon the nature of alkali metal
but these changes were much smaller than those induced by the
l62variation of pH® Kula et al® observed that as the pH was 
gradually lowered, both these 5A 5 and •B* resonance peaks moved 
downfield, and two sharp breaks in the CA° and 5B 5 proton chemical 
shift vs® pH curves were noted® i The first break appeared for 
the alkali metal complexes in the pH range 8 - 10 and the second in 
the pH region 4 0 7° The positions of both the flA J and 3B 5 
resonances for EDTA and its metal complexes are expected to be 
related to the changes in the electronic environment about both 
these sets, of protons® The nature of these chemical shifts would
also depend mainly on the site of co-ordination® Therefore, if
the co-ordination was taking place at the nitrogen, the effect on
the chemical shift of both the 5A C and "B0 resonances would be
expected to be similar, since both these sets of protons would be
equally affected® If on the other hand, the chelation was taking
place at the carboxylate anions^ , then the chemical shift of the
5B 5 resonance would reflect this more than that of the 'A1
resonance® Since the nature of the observed chemical shifts
agreed with the former propostion, these authors concluded that the
chelation site was the nitrogen atom® This was further verified
by studying the protonation mechanism of methyliminodiacetic acid
and observing a similar trend in the chemical shifts of the methyl
and the methylene protons demonstrating that the first break at
higher pH in both these chemical shift vs® pH curves corresponded
163to a protonation at the nitrogen® Nancollas and Park have
further substantiated this interpretation from their investigations
162
on the metal-methyliminodiacetic acid complexes® Kula found
that Li, Ha, K, Cs, Sn formed complexes of the type described above 
but not Mg, Pb, Zn, Hg and Al® Also, Kula et al® have shown that 
the stability of the metal-EDTA complexes was of the order
±  O. J. X
Li > Ha > K >Cs ® Finally, they concluded that the nitrogen alone 
could not serve as the site for chelation because the stability of 
these complexes was relatively high; however, they considered it 
possible that the carboxyl groups participated in the formation of 
these alkali metal-EDTA complexes®
In the present system, the Ottt.H resonance showed a downfield 
shift as a function of LiBr concentration® The sigmoidal curve 
illustrated in Fig® 18 is very similar in shape to that illustrated
in Fig. 17 (amide Is frequency shift, ^ V s .  molar LiBr concen­
tration). (Measurements of pH at very high LiBr concentration are 
virtually impossible and have little meaning® The pH was assumed 
to be around 8®0; it certainly did not exceed 10«0 since at this 
point and above the HH signal disappears)® The gradual downfield 
shift in oCtCH resonanace and the shape of the curve in Fig® 18
(k't«. 'Tvotr t/^ co'A wi
were taken to bo indicative of binding of Li to the amide nitrogen® 
Initially, a lsl complex was assumed and the chemical shift data 
was treated in a similar manner to those of amide I5, i.e.
( <*/l-<x ) was plotted against log^Q (molal LiBr concentration)®
The result was a straight line with a slope of 6.3 i*e<> n, the number
J.
of Li associated with each SPG residue, was 6.3« This rather high
value of n is the same as that found by the identical treatment
of the IR data. However, this mode of analysis of the data is
considered inappropriate because of the non co-operative nature
of the "transition1’. It is strongly believed that Li forms a complex
with SPG, but the mechanism of this is at present not known. The
complexing process might possibly involve other nitrogen atoms
6A
from different residues® Kurtz and Harrington , who have iso­
lated poly-proline - LiBr) complexes, found that 4 - 5  prolyl res- 
+idues per Li ion are involved in the complex. In the absence
of any other factors, the HH chemical shift should have exhibited a
similar behaviour to that of o<-rCH resonance, but since this proton
is so extensively hydrogen bonded to water molecules, the
+chemical shift due to the chelation of Li to the amide
nitrogen cannot be separated from the overall chemiOal
shift. The upfield shift of the amide proton suggests
th&t& of the two chemical shifts Ooricemed, the one associated with
the breakdown or the weakening of the hydrogen bond is, by far, 
the governing factor in deciding the overall shift. Considering 
both the M R  and the IR data, it becomes overwhelmingly, difficult 
to ignore the possibility of direct attack on the backbone®
iio a modification of the solvent - polymer interaction by 
LiBr:-
M R  data may be used to throw some light on the solvation of 
the sodium polyglutamate in an aqueous environment, although it 
cannot fully explain the mechanism of interaction on the basis of 
a rearrangement of solvent-polymer association® In dealing with 
the IR data, an elementary calculation showed that about 25 moles 
of HgO were associated with each residue mole® M R  data lend 
qualitative support to this proposition® The upfield shift of 
amide proton resonance (Fig® 19) as a function of LiBr concentration 
and also a similar, but additional, upfield shift w0r®t® the 
increase in temperature (0 - 80°C, at any particular LiBr 
concentration) suggest that the amide proton is going through a 
process whereby it is getting more shielded® With a rise in 
temperature, the correlation time of any water molecule associated . 
with the amide proton, by hydrogen bonding, becomes smaller; in 
other words, as the make and break of H-bonds with water molecules 
become faster the time average magnetic field which the amide proton 
experiences at its nucleus becomes smaller, and this is manifested 
in the upfield shift of this resonance peak. The overall picture 
can be summed up by saying that the amide proton is gradually 
being dehydrated by LiBr. Inspection of table 3 suggests that 
each mole of LiBr is equivalent to an increase in temperature of 
about 20°C® On this basis, an addition of 9 moles of LiBr is
equivalent to raising the temperature by 180°C. However, when 
the temperature in the IR experiment with aqueous SPG solution 
was raised by 140°C, the spectrum did not resemble that of the. system 
containing 7 molar LiBr. Hence, some other process, apart from 
dehydration, is involved.
The reason for the broadening of the amide proton signal with 
temperature is not fully understood. There could be two possible 
explanations of this phenomenon; however, it would not be possible 
to specify which, if either one, was responsibles
a) Increase in temperature would result in enhancement of 
the rate of exchangee The upfield shift of this signal with 
temperature is a pointer to this (Fig. 13)° This would give rise 
to a broadening of the signal line~width.
b) At low temperature, when the segmental motion of the 
polymer is not so brisk, the electric quadrupole of the amide 
nitrogen can couple effectively with the molecular framework i.e.
r
frith the electric field associated with it, However, when the
temperature is raised, this coupling cannot be so effective because
of the increase in the segmental motion. This will again give
92 95rise to line broadening 9 .
However, this broadening is independent of LiBr, since not 
only can this effect be observed without any LiBr in the system, but 
also the line=width at any particular temperature is independent 
of LiBr concentration. Therefore, it is concluded that this is an 
inherent property of polypeptides in general.
Further evidence of the solvation of SPG comes from the 
behaviour of the =' ^CH^ and -TcEL, resonances. In a proton 
magnetic resonance spectrum of aqueous SPG solution the - 6 CHg signal
appears as a multiplet, split by spin-spin coupling with 
and • (X-CH proton spins 9 and the ^-CHg signal as a doublet split 
by a coupling with ^-CE^  proton spins 0. At high LiBr concen- 
tration ( ^ 4M) , this splitting pattern, especially when 
associated with the line, is gradually lost due to less
effective spin-spin coupling ice® chemical shift, line broadening 
are perceptible® It is believed that this splitting pattern 
arises mainly from the restricted rotation along the
I I I 8
- C —  C — C —  CC^Lf-axis, which makes the spin-spin coupling
5 t U J V)
between these sets of protons effective0 This partial or total
rotational restriction can be brought about by the formation of 
"micro-icebergs” or water clusters around these hydrocarbon
T 'Jl
groupso Pranks ^ stated, in connection with the effects of
solutes on the hydrogen bonding in water that "it has been
suggested that in aqueous solution the internal motions of the
161alkyl groups are severely restricted® 0 ® 0 ® 0" Bradbury et al® 
observed that the rotation of the hydrocarbon groups nearer to 
the backbone is severely restricted, and also attributed the 
upfield shift of the oC-CH resonance on helix-formation, to
difference in solvation® In other words a breakdown of the
solvent (XrCH interaction results in the increased shielding of
the oC-CH proton® Thus, it can be suggested that, apart from 
the solvation of the peptide and side chain charged groups, there 
also exists an extensive solvation of the side-chain non-polar 
groups. The function of LiBr is to breakdown the ordered water
structure around the polymer molecule. From a closer inspection 
of Fig® 14 it becomes quite apparent that this attack on the 
polymer solvation sheath by LiBr does not commence before a
certain critical LiBr concentration9. and this happens to be in 
the range 4 “ 5 molal 0 It was worked out earlier that the onset 
of attack on the solvation of SPG could hot begin until the LiBr 
concentration exceeded 4^ ° The behaviour of the methylene signal 
amply bears out this contention® The polymer must contract as the 
ionised side-chain f-carboxyl groups get shielded by excess LiBr 
and also as more and more water is taken out of the solvation 
sheath of SPG® This partially explains the observations of Baddiel 
et al® and Appel et al® ^  who noticed a gradual but significant
drop in the intrinsic viscosity of SPG in strong aqueous LiBr 
solutions, suggesting an apparent contraction of the jnolecule® 
However, such a reorganisation of water molecules in the system 
does not fully explain the present observations®
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Although the analysis of the experimental data, both infra­
red and nuclear magnetic resonance, have not made it possible to 
establish an unequivocal reaction scheme or for that matter, any 
quantitative estimation of the process involved, it has helped to 
get a useful qualitative picture of what is believed to occur®
In the foregoing sections, attempts were made with some degree 
of success to interpret the data in terms of the two most popular 
views in this field® Ihspite of the fact that there are clear
of
indications of a direct binding of small ions, like Li , it was 
not possible to establish its exact nature® It is believed in 
some quarters that the structure and properties of the solvent 
play the most important roles in this type of interaction, the
function of the neutral salts being to alter the nature of the 
solvent-polymer association® This view has been rigorously 
tested® Since current ideas regarding the structure of 
water in the presence or absence of solutes are confused, 
it cannot be said with any confidence that this view repre­
sents the true situation® However, this analysis is based on 
the current knowledge on the structure of water and the effects 
different solutes have on the intermolecular hydrogen bondings 
and order-disorder equilibrium in the water structure as developed 
by Frank and Erlander® The outcome is that it is known for 
certain that water plays a significant role, but not necessarily 
the only one® The increase in the amide II5 intensity or the 
downfield shift of the o<~CH resonance peak cannot be satisfactorily 
explained by the present knowledge of this extremely difficult 
subject®
Also, both these theories have primarily been applied to the 
understanding of the mechanism of the helix to coil transition or 
more generally the native to denatured transition of various 
proteins® The aim of the present investigation was to find out 
what happened to the denatured biopolymer when it was subjected to 
an even higher concentration of the denaturant® Thus there is a 
fundamental difference, i®e® the starting material is in an 
entirely different configuration® Hence, if these theories are 
to be satisfactorily applied^ then modifications of two or more of 
these theories may have to be made® These concepts are primarily 
developed on the basis of a co-operative transition, i®e® a direct 
transition from the native to denatured, without any Intermediate 
stage® It has been made abundantly clear in this investigation 
that the present system does have some intermediate states® the
nature of which Q^e still unknown® The only parallel investigations
on synthetic (SPG) polypeptides were undertaken by Appel and Yang^
106and Baddiel, Breuer and Dorian ® The former came out in favour
of the reorganisation of solvent-polymer association with a (doubtful)
possibility of the formation of partial helices® They also
reported that the intrinsic viscosity of SPG in strong KF solution
decreased as the concentration of KF was increased, a situation
similar to that pertaining-to LiBr interactions® Infra-red data now
presented on the SPG/DgO/KF system contradicts this observation®
Also, Baddiel (private communication) reported no such decrease in
the intrinsic viscosity, when measurements were made under identical
conditions® The M R  data rule out the formation of partial
helices since neither a broadening of nor an upfield shift of the o<CH line
was observed® Bradbury et al®"^ and Markley et al®"1*1  ^have
noticed these phenomena on gradual formation of the helix® Baddiel 
106et ale who also observed this gradual decrease in the intrinsic 
viscosity of SPG in strong LiBr solutions, attributed it to a 
possible site binding on the backbone® As has been seen so far, 
neither of these views satisfactorily explain the actual situation, 
therefore, to adapt these views or even to formulate a new one, it 
is essential to consider initially the state of the random-coil 
macromolecule in aqueous environment in the absence of LiBr; then, 
progressively build up a qualitative description of the reaction 
in the light of the available data®
A sodium polyglutamate molecule in aqueous solution exists as 
a highly solvated species® The M R  and IR data support this 
proposition® However, further support for this view can be found 
in the works of Brandt^ ^ 9 Tanford*^ and Hammes"^® Brandt
et suggested on experimental grounds (from thermo­
dynamic studies) that the most prominent aspects of conformational 
stability (of RNA and Chymotrypsinogen) are connected with the
solvation of the hydrophobic side chains in the denatured stated
121Tanford and Whitney found that, in spite of having a terminal 
polar hydroxyl group 5 tyrosine was more hydrophobic in character 
than phenylalanineo This emphasises the points that the hydro- 
phobicity is not restricted to non~polar side chains and that the 
side chains with terminal polar groups can be equally hydrophobic 
and on this basis be solvated on denaturationo This applies 
particularly to sodium polyglutamate^ since in the helical form 
its stability depends to a large extent on the hydrophobic bonding 
between the methylene groups in the side-chainso Thus, when the 
PGA helix undergoes a transition to the random coil form, the 
side chain carboxylate (hydrophilic) and hydrocarbon groups 
(hydrophobic) must become solvatedo Also, there are the cases of 
long-chain alcohols which are solvated in the "hydrophobic hydration" 
sense, i„e<> water clusters are formed around the alkyl groups«
Thus, the side chains of SPG in water can be likened to either a 
gas hydrate^e.g* propane^or solvated propanoic
It is established from the present experimental evidence 
and also from the conclusions'of other workers, ^5-167 -t^ at 
the SPG molecule exists in aqueous solution as an extensively 
hydrated species. Therefore the action of LiBr can best be
considered in two ways?
i) as that of a strong electrolyte, which in aqueous 
solution exits as a completely dissociated and 
hydrated species; the lithium ion orientates water
- 87 -
molecules centrosymmetrically around it because 
of its strong polarising ability (since the charge 
per unit area of the ion is very much higher, 
compared to any other group IA metals) thus forming 
a positive hydration or A region, and further 
extending this water sheath to the B region, 
where the water molecules are in an intermediate 
state being neither fully ordered, as in the A 
region, h©r being completely disordered as in bulk 
water,
“to/
and ii) as the ability of LiBryco-ordinate to the nitrogen
atom as has been demonstrated by Kula et al0
163and Nancollas and Park 0 
Thus, it is proposed that the effect of LiBr on the SPG/ 
water system can be broadly regarded in terms of two processes ^ 
which at some concentrations of LiBr, overlap and proceed siraul- 
taneously0 
These areg
a) LiBr modifies the solvent-polymer interaction by the virtue 
of its ability to bring about reorganisation of water molecules 
around itself and
b) once the dehydration process of the polymer has proceeded
+far enough the Li ion. can co-ordinate to the amide nitro­
gen amongst' other possible sites e0gc peptide Cs=0o
The interpretation of this reaction as a two stage
168process gains some credence from Tanford0s * recent theoret­
ical treatment, backed by this experimental evidence, of simi­
lar systems 0 Tanford points out that "the
effect of a low molecular weight substance on a macromolecuiar
equilibrium may result from- the changes in hydration that accompany 
the macromolecular reaction as well as from the changes in the extent 
of binding of the added substance" • The reasons for arriving at 
the present conclusions are:
i) a close inspection of Figures 20 and 21, in which
various spectral parameters are plotted against molal 
activity of LiBr, ( $ reveals that the initial
action of LiBr up to around 4 is to orientate 
the available "free" water and loosely bound water of 
SPG, around itself® This becomes quite apparent
from both the vso ^LiBr ^COCT (as) VSo
Y ’liBr curves when a sharp change in slope occurs
around 4 to 5 M LiBr® It has been shown semi-
quantitatively that up to this concentration, there
would be plenty of 0 free * water in the system to
satisfy the hydration requirements of LiBr®
169Bigelow ' reported observing a similar trend in his
crz
investigation on the ENA/HgO/LiBr system® Alexander ,
while observing the contraction of keratin fibres
in aqueous LiBr solutions at near 100 C, found that
no contraction took place below a certain critical
LiBr concentration, corresponding to about 10 moles
of water per mole of Li+ ions® Sherebrin and 
82Oplatka noticed a similar phenomen to Alexander 
i®e® no contraction until a certain amount of water 
was added, when they studied the contraction-relaxation 
of collagen fibres in an LiBr/acetone/water system®
This according to the present calculations corresponds
to a LiBr concentration of ca» 4 to 5 Mo Thus, 
the initial effect of LiBr seems to consist only 
of a simple "mopping up" of available free water,
4.
apart from replacing the Na ion as the counterion®
M R  and IR data regarding the behaviour of the -c* CH 
signal and the amide I5 frequency as a function of 
LiBr concentration support this contention (Figs® 17,18»20)® 
From the IR data on the movement of the amide Infrequency 
and the gradual increase in bandwidth, together with 
the increase in the amide 11® band intensity^it 
appears that a more complicated process than a simple 
and gradual dehydration, is taking place® Although 
it can be claimed that these two particular phenomena 
can result from a very high degree of dehydration, it 
becomes difficult to explain the appearance of a 
shoulder at 1648 cm  ^on the main amide I® band at a 
LiBr concentration ^  8M and also the gradual downfield 
shift of the OC'CH signal at concentrations >4«5M.
If the removal of water is solely responsible, then 
,an upfield shift of the o(-CH signal would be more 
appropriate®
an initial dehydration, but not necessarjfcj a total one, 
is an essential step to facilitate the approach of the
4.
Li ion to its binding sites on the backbone® This 
conclusion is based on the fact that at LiBr concen­
trations ^  5M, the hydration requirement or, more 
aptly, the residual electric field associated with a
4.
partially hydrated Li ion, drives it to find a suitable
site to balance this deficiency. In Fig. 20, where 
amide I’ is plotted against molal LiBr activity a 
sharp change in the slope appears around 6-7 molar 
LiBr® This is believed to be an indication of the 
onset of complex formation. In both the NMR and 
IR data, maximum perturbation is observed between 
5 • 5 and 7 . 5 molal LiBr.
iv) if a gradual dehydration were the only process involved, 
then other electrolytes, solubility permitting,
should induce a similar effect at some higher or 
lower electrolyte concentration. The present data 
for various other electrolytes do not support this 
hypothesis; however the question of water activity is 
important and the effect salts have on- it and:.this is 
finally outlined below.
v) if, on the other hand, a specific binding is solely 
responsible, then the onset of the interaction need 
not be as late as5 M LiBr.
vi) finally, in all denaturation processes with diverse 
chemical reagents the only common factor is water, 
hence this must play a significant role.
If, now, it is accepted that water has a unique role in this 
interaction scheme, then it is possible to justify the claims made 
earlier in connection with the analysis of the IR data, that very 
low activity of water could partially explain the results. This 
thermodynamic parameter must be connected with the structure of water 
or with the state of the water molecules and since it is at high 
LiBr or LiCl concentrations, where the activity of water is very low, 
that most of the observed changes take place, a correlation of this 
kind for a system like the present one is quite-justified. However,
this cannot explain other spectral changes like the downfield 
shift of OCtCHo
Thus, in conclusion, it must he emphasised that in this part­
icular study on the effects of LiBr on an anionic biopolymer like 
SPG, the observations cannot be accounted for by any single 
reaction., The results have indicated that there are significant 
differences in the response of sodium polyglutamate to additions 
of LiBr, KBr, NaBr, CsCl, KCNS etc., presumably reflecting the 
differences in the way in which these additives interact with the 
biopolymer, stressing the point that the nature of the biopolymer 
and its hydration properties decide the mode of interaction.
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APPENDIX
In discussing the role of water in the interaction of
sodium polyglutamate with LiBr, the 8 flickering cluster8 model
for the structure of water was adopted. This was originally
79proposed by Prank and Wen and was subsequently modified by
171 172 125Prank himself* ' 9 1 and recently by Erlander . There are,
however, numerous other models for the structure of water and
a comprehensive review can be found in Kavanau's^*^ monograph
titled 8Water and Solute=Water Interaction8.
The flickering cluster model postulates that the formation
of hydrogen bonds in liquid water is predominantly a cooperative
phenomenon. This implies that with the making of a hydrogen
bond several other similar bonds are simultaneously formed and
vice versa. The existence of a pair of hydrogen bonded atoms
promotes the tendency of each atom to hydrogen bond to another
neighbour, etc. In addition, the cooperative element is not
restricted to linear propagation. The partial covalent nature
17^ ooi 7 n
of the hydrogen bond is now established ' 0 As a
consequence the lone pair L-shell electrons on the oxygen atom 
of the water molecule, in a linearly H«=bonded chain are more
"3
localised; this results in a more nearly tetrahedral sp 
hybridisation than if the molecules were not members of a chain. 
The water molecules are, thus, prone to further hydrogen bonding 
which in turn imparts additional stability to the already existing 
bonded system. The extensive hydrogen bondings in liquid water 
and also the cooperative character given to this bond result in 
the formation of short-lived icelike clusters of mean life time 
of the order of 1CT^ to 10 ^  sec. The clusters have a high
volume-to=surface ratio in which the stabilisation per hydrogen 
bond, for molecules in the interior, is greater than for those in 
the peripheral regions* Furthermore, these clusters are mixed vfith 
and alternate roles with, non-H-bonded molecules, which form 
one or two layers between them,, and constitute the rest of the 
systema The whole system is held together by strong van der Waals- 
London forces* No particular assumption is required about the 
arrangement of the molecules in the clusters beyond the condition 
that the largest number of bonds be formed without introducing undue 
distortion arising from departures from bond linearity* In other 
words the clusters should be compact with as many quadruply hydrogen 
bonded molecules as possible and with very few doubly bonded linear 
chains* The formation and the 'melting1 of the clusters are 
brought about by the local energy fluctuations* This energy is 
made available by collisions of the clusters which result in the 
destruction of the clusters involved and is then utilised to form 
new clusters* This brief prelude to the flickering cluster model 
for the structure of water is sufficient for the present purpose, 
since the main object of this exercise is to elucidate the structural 
changes brought about in liquid water by the introduction of various 
polar and non-polar solutes*
In an attempt to explain the effects of small electrolytes,
79like LiBr, LiCl, etc*, on the structure of water, Frank and Wen 
suggested that since these cations have such a large charge per 
unit surface area, they influence the neighbouring water molecules 
over and above the normal dielectric polarisation of the nearest 
neighbours* On the basis of this, they defined three concentric 
regions surrounding an ions
a) an innermost structure forming a region of polarised, 
immobilised and electrostricted water molecules, known 
as the A region;
b) an intermediate structure-broken region in which 
the water is less icelike, i.e., more random in 
organisation than ordinary water, known as the B 
region
and c) an outer region containing water having the normal
liquid structure.
143In Samoilov nomenclature, the A and B regions are the regions of 
positively and negatively hydrated water respectively. The structure 
influencing ability of any ion, irrespective of the nature of its 
charge, arises from the state of 'the water molecules in the B region, 
since these molecules are subjected to two opposing forces which 
arise from the radially orientating, polarising influence of the 
spherically symmetrical electric field of'the ion and the normal, 
tetrahedral, strueture-orientating influence of the neighbouring 
unperturbed water molecules. The imbalance of these two opposing 
forces determines the structure-forming or the structure-breaking 
property of an ion. On this basis, ions having only an A region, 
do not have any influence on the strucutre of water, apart from 
procuring the necessary water molecules to satisfy their hydration 
requirements. However, the big ions, e.g., Cs , I , etc., have 
to be satisfied with only a B region of hydration, since the 
electric fields associated with these ions are not strong enou^i 
to retain a tightly bound region of positively hydrated water 
molecules.- Thus, the ions can be classified into three categories 
on the basis of their structure influencing ability:
i) the structure promoter, with tightly bound both
A and B regions; e.g., Ca , Mg , Li , etc0
\ + iij the neutrals, with only the A region; e.g. Ra ,
F~, etc e
iii) the structure breakers with only the B region;
| i w m
e.g. Ca , Rb , I , Br , etc0
Regarding the behaviour of the non-polar solutes, e.g* hydro-
79
carbons, in aqueous solution, Frank and Wen x postulated that, since
these molecular entities had such feeble electric fields;associated
with them, they did not exert any destructive influence on the
but
structure of waters/instead promoted the growth of clusters around
them. These clusters had a mean life time longer than that for
158. 159
normal water. Remethy and Scherage 9 from a statistical
thermodynamic treatment of this issue, favoured the formation of
5 clathrates{ or 5 cagesJ around these non-polar molecules instead
125of the clusters o Erlander , recently, discounted the Remethy- 
Scheraga hypothesis of clathrates around the dissolved hydrocarbon 
molecules on both theoretical and experimental grounds. Although, 
he acknowledges the existence of flickering clusters, he denies 
the possibility of the formation of the clusters around the hydro­
carbons. He supports the view that the non-bonded water molecules 
surround the non-polar solutes in water and their solubility is 
dependent on the availability of these free water molecules in the 
system. Erlander5s Model, although based primarily on the 
flickering cluster model, differs from it in two ways;
1. in the temperature range 60° to 100°C, water molecules 
form exclusively noncompressible clusters \
2. in the temperature range 18° to 60°C, these non-
compressible clusters and cluster aggregates 
coexist; and finally from 0° to 18°C, the main 
process is the production of compressible cluster 
aggregates only.
In the present context it is much more important to consider 
Erlander” s views on the hydration of polar molecules and the 
correlation between the hydration of neutral salts and the solubility 
of non-polar solutes in these binary salt solutions.
Erlander found that the solubility of many salts in water is 
determined by the interaction of the hydrated water molecules on 
the anion and cation. He proposed that in aqueous solutions for 
monovalent cations (M+) and anions (X°), both having only the B 
region,the interaction can be depicted ass 
M+(H20)+(H20)X"^ M+(H20) (H20)X-=£ M+(H20)xV  M+X“ (1)
step (a) step (b) step (c) 
and for divalent cations or monovalent cations (Me+), having both 
the A and B regions as
Me+ (H20)(H20) + (H20 ) X V  Me+(H20)(H20)(H20)Xl£Me+(H20)(H£)X" (2)
step (a) step (b) step (b)
^  Me+(H20)X”^ M e +X” 
step (c)
In these cases the total number of water molecules involved in the 
hydration spheres is not shown. (HgOXHgO) in the step (a) of both 
the equations (l) and (2) illustrates the interaction and over­
lapping of the B region of hydration. The initial interaction and 
also the sharing of the B region (i.e., the steps (a) and (b))
must involve the effective dielectric constant. D - of the cation+
and anion. D can be calculated by using an equation relating*T
the Setchenow constant, k , for inert molecules like benzene , tos
the effective dielectric decrement of the ionso D+ pertains 
only to the penetrable, loosely bound negatively hydrated shell, 
i®e®, the B region0 It has been worked out that the ions, e®go,
= <=. ' ca 4. 4. 4-
Cl , Br , I , K , Rb , and Cs have only a B region whereas the 
ions such as Mg , Ca , Sr , Ba , and Li have both the A 
and B regions. Na+ and P“, both have only the A region®*
The solubility of monovalent salts must therefore be governed 
by the dipole-dipole interactions of their hydrated water molecules 0 
These hydrated ions separate from their co=ions because the hydrated 
water molecules reduce the electrostatic attraction of the cation 
and the anion by increasing the distance between them® If the 
mobility of the hydrated water molecules on both the anion and 
the cation are similar, then there will be greater resistance to 
the penetration of a hydrated water molecule into the hydration 
domain of the other ion®. As a result the steps (a) and (b) 
in the equations (l) and (2) are governed by the value of D t 
of the B region and by the induced dipoles of the A region of an 
ion® Hence it can be said that a salt will precipitate out when 
there is no more free or unhydrated water in the system®
Regarding the solubility .of a hydrocarbon like benzene 
178
Erlander found that this process is also governed by the effective 
dielectric constant of the ions in solution® If D 'is greater“r
than that of water the solubility will increase and vice versa*
This is interpreted as the ability of benzene to penetrate into 
the water molecules constituting the B region® The salting out 
sequence Na+ > Li+ > H+ was found for benzene experimentally and 
this agreed well with a theoretical interpretation based on the
-f
effective dielectric constant 0 H has the largest B region and
hence the largest value for the effective dielectric constant,
+whereas ITa has only an A region0 Thus the solubility of
+'benzene will be greater in a solution containing H than in one
+ 14-5containing ITa e Also Erlander and Tobin have found that the
solubility of high amylose com star ch granules in aqueous LiBr
and LiSCIT solution go through a maximum at 6M salt concentration,
but the same material exhibited no such maximum when the cation
was replaced by the guanidium ion0 Thus they concluded that
this maximum .in solubility was only observed if the cation had
an A region of hydration and this maximum was due to the probable
disappearance of the negatively hydrated region of the anion<> In
other words, if the effective dielectric constant of the ion is
greater than that of water, then the dispersion occurs by swamping
out the electrostatic forces involved in a hydrogen bondo If the
dielectric constant of the negatively hydrated ion is less than
that of water, then the ion can disperse the starch granules only
when it becomes dehydrated as in the case of 9M LiClo, i.e.,’the
dispersion occurs through using the hydroxyl groups of the starchy
to hydrate the ion.
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YEAR
1958
1963
1952
1953
1954
1955
1957
1968
TABLE 1
-1Assignments of infra-red bands in the 4000 - 1250 cm 
region for SPG/D^O system,.
Frequencies 
in cm
Qualitative
Intensity
Assignment
spg/d2o
(42°0)
3840 medium Probably a combi­
nation of
'O +  sOB HOD
3410 medium VOH
2940 medium ^CH
2800-2300 V.strong, broad a)OD
1646 a 
1646 b 
1640 c
strong Amide I1,
1564 a
1565 c
.V,strong ^oo-Casymmetric)
1445 a
1440 b 
1440 c
broad, diffuse Amide II1, 
solvated +
 ^CH~2
1425 weak <fnTJ 0Ho adjacentOXI21 c.
to COO groups
1405 a 
1405 c medium, sharp ^-(symmetric)
1360 weak SQE as in of OH
a : present work
b ; Miyazawa (95)
c : Lenormant et al. (100)
TABLE 2a
LiBr
Cone.
Amide I' frequency (cnT1) 
temperatures
at various -g- band 
width
MOLAR 25°C 30°c 40°C 56 °C 70°C 90°C 120°C l4o°C (40°C) I
0 1645 1643 1646 1647 1648 1649 1650 1652 59cm”1
2 1645 1645 1646 1647 1649 1650 1651 1653 43cm“1|
4 1645 1645.5 1647 1648 1650 1652 1653 1654 47cm”1
6 1649 1650 1651 1652 1653 1654 1653 1656 50CHC1
8 1658
1650
1658
1650
1658
1650
1658
1650
1658
1650
1658
1650
1658
1650
1658
1650
50cm”1
9 1658
•1650
1658
*1650
1658
*1650
1658
*“1650
1658
*1650
1658
*1650
1658
*1650
1658
*1650
50cm"1
1
This band comes up as a shoulder.
\TABLE 2b
LiBr
Cone.
-IAmide II' frequency (cm ) at 
temperatures
various
MOLAR 25°C 30°C " *fO°C 56 °C 70°c 90°C 120°C l40°C
0 lkk5 lkk5 lMf5 lkk3 lkk3 1439 1^38 1438
2 1^5 1^3 Ikkl ikko 1439 1438 1437
k lM*3 1^2 1*^1 ikko 1^38 1437 1^36 1436
6 lMfO 1^0 14A0 1^38 1^37 1435 1435 1435
8 1^33 1^33 1^33 1^33 1^33 1435 1435 1435
9 1^33 1^33 1^33 1^33 1^33 1435 1435 1435
N.B. The values quoted in this table are not highly accurate® 
This is a very broad and diffuse band:; peak position is thus very 
difficulj to measure exactly. However, the final value of 
1^35 cm” is accurate to within - 1 cm.
TABLE 2c
LiBr
Conco
Asymmetric carboxyl stretching frequency (cm“ )^ 
at various temperatures
(MOLAR) 25°C 3 0 ° c : 4o ° c 56°C 70°C
n
9 0  c 12.0CG i 4o ° c
0 1560 1561 1564 1566 1567 1568 1569 1570
2 1561 1562 1565.5 1567 1568' 1569 1570 1573
4 1562 1564 1567 1569 1571 1572 1573 1795
6 1564 1567 1572 1573 1574 1574 1574 1575
8 1975 . 1575 1575 1575 1575 1575 1575 1575
9 1579 
. . _
1575 1575 1575 1575
!
1575 1575 1575
- -
N.B. J — bandwidth of V? cm”^ remained constant (at 40°C) to 
within - 2 cm”-*- throughout the LiBr concentration*
TABLE 3
LiBr ■ 
Cone. ;H2° H2°
MTJ in 5$ SPG/EL 0/LiBr System at various lNii d. , ,temperatures
(MOLAR) 31°C 3l°c o°c 31°C 30°C 60°C 70°C 8o°c
0 n/a 4.72 8.92 8.47 8,38 8.30 8.21 -
1 4.68 4.68 8.80 8.41 8.34 8.29 - -
2, 4.65 4.63 8.63 8.38 8.29 8.26 - -
3 4.60 4.39 8.33 8.28 8.22 8.21 8.00 " -
4 4.33 4.54 8.46 8.23 8.13 8.10 - -
5 ■ 4.54 4.52 8.41 8.16 8.13 8.09 - -
6 4.47 4.30 - - - - - -
7 4.4l 4.44 8.28 8.12 8.06 - - -
8 4.41 4.40 8.20 8.06 8.03 8.0 - “
N.B. At temperatures higher than 30°C, because the signal was 
so broad and a defcent'phase’was bo ’difficult to maintain f that the S 4* 
values are liable to considerable error. All the chemical shifts 
were measured w.r.t. TSS as the internal reference.
n/a : not available.
